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ABSTRACT 

 

Images are one of the best sources for research & communication. Proper analysis of image 

data is essential for various fields like satellite images & remote sensing, Biometrics, 

Criminology, military surveillance, astrology & many more. Requirements of the users vary 

according to the nature of application in use.Image processing plays a critical role in the 

analysis of data and is an integral part for various applications. 

Image denoising is one of the challenging branches of image processing. Impulse noise is 

among the prevalent noises that degrade the image quality and its subsequent noise 

suppression plays a pivotal role in the enhancement of images. The presence of impulse noise 

cannot be averted during the digitization, acquisition, and transmission of images. Many state 

of art filters are available in the literature to deal with impulse noise encountered in images. 

Filters having dual modes of detection and restoration exhibit superior performance in 

removing noise and thereby keeping the original information of the images intact. In real 

world sometimes the user is uncertain about his requirements therefore the characteristics of 

the employed filter for impulse noise removal should be adaptable to the indecisive features 

of an image.The denoising filter should be robust enough to handle the varying amounts of 

noise density and should be intuitive in nature. 

This thesis work tries to cater to all the essential features required for an efficient filter. 

Incorporation of fuzzy logic makes the filter more versatile.Investigations performed in this 

thesis show that the proposed work excels in the quantitative as well as qualitative manner. 

Four schemes introduced in this thesis are : 

(i) High-density impulse noise detection using FCM algorithm (HDIND)  
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(ii) Edge preserving fuzzy filter for the suppression of impulse noise in images (EFFSIN)  

(iii) Heuristic analysis of neighboring pixels for impulse noise detection (SPHN) 

(iv) Impulse noise removal in color image sequences using Fuzzy logic (INFL) 

The initial three schemes namely HDIND, EFFSIN, and SPHN focus on the grayscale images 

and INFL is proposed for color image sequences. All the schemes incorporate an efficient 

detection criterion and after proper classification of noisy and noise-free pixels, performs the 

restoration procedure. The use of fuzzy logic in the methods has enhanced the decision 

making aspect of the algorithms to classify the noisy pixels present in an image. The 

simulation results are done in isolation for all the schemes deduce that HDIND and EFFSIN 

are robust in nature and their performance does not deteriorates with a rise in noise density. 

The edge-preserving nature of EFFSIN preserves the original image data and false alarm 

rates are reduced. SPHN provides good PSNR and MSE results. INFL is a Spatio-temporal 

filter that gives excellent performance. SSIM, PSNR, MSE, False alarm and Miss detection 

rates are used as quality measures to analyze the proposed mechanisms. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

Human beings are visual creatures. They have a remarkable ability to process and remember 

pictures at an incredible speed. Images are universal to everyone irrespective of their linguistic 

information. Images are easier to process by the human brain at a rapid rate as compared to 

words. Today's short attention world makes images as a perfect source of research and 

communication. But sometimes due to various factors present in an environment the 

information present in an image gets ruined. This visual information needs some processing so 

that it is better suited for further analysis. Digital image processing [1] comprises analyzing the 

received visual information by a digital computer.  

The following sub-sections provides a brief idea about Image enhancement & filtering and 

noise in images.Problem definition is given in section 1.3 and Section 1.4 states the Scopes and 

objectives of the thesis.Thesis layout is discussed at the end of the chapter. 

 

1.1 Image Enhancement and Filtering 

Images can be distorted easily and therein Image Enhancement plays an eminent role to fetch 

the specific information out of an image. Under the umbrella of digital image processing, 

Image Enhancement is an important pre-processing step to enhance features of interest and to 
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highlight particular data present in an image. Image enhancement is performed for various 

applications as per their requirement such as astronomy, biometrics, medical imaging, defense 

and military surveillance, remote sensing, criminology, forensics entertainment, and 

communication services, etc. 

Image Enhancement covers a wide range of activities like fine-tuning of brightness and 

contrast, convolution, creating a balanced image, filtering in the frequency domain, 

augmentation of edges and many more [2,3]. Image enhancement is generally followed by 

Image Restoration techniques which involve the correction of artifacts produced in the image 

during the imaging process. This process aims to generate an image with maximum proximity 

to the real image characteristics.  

Noise removal is among the prominent classes of image restoration and this thesis work is 

primarily based on image noise removal as discussed in the Problem Definition section. 

Moreover, this thesis studies the effects of efficient image noise removal for high-quality 

image enhancement. 

 

1.2 Noise in Images  

Image acquisition digitizes an image captured from a real-world source. Every step in the 

acquisition process may bring up some irregular variations in the estimation of pixel values. 

These variations are known as noise [4]. 

Suppose you want to share a photograph of your dog with your companion over the internet. 

This is accomplished by snapping a picture with a traditional camera, putting the film grain 

into print, scanning the print into a computer and then finally mailing it. Over this short process 

due to various factors present in an environment, noise is introduced in an image as shown in 
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Fig.1.1. Dust particles and air present in the environment may interfere with the light reaching 

the lens of the camera. Film grain noise and photoelectric noise of the scanner further 

deteriorate the quality of an image [5]. Transmission of images over the internet often 

undergoes loss in bit information which introduces noise in images. 

 

Figure 1.1: Noise at each step of image acquisition  

Before proceeding further, let's get familiar with the notation and terminology used for digital 

images. 

 

Figure 1.2: A digital image with resolution s × t 

An image I is depicted as a two-dimensional function w(s,t), where s and t denote the spatial 

(plane) coordinates. w is the intensity at position (s,t) which is also known as gray value or 

amplitude at that position. For a digital image w(s,t) should have finite and discrete values. 
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                                                               ( , )I w s t=                                                                      (1.1) 

The digital images are also known as bit-maps or raster-scan images as they are composed of 

an array/grid/matrix of picture elements referred to as pixels. Pixels are the smallest unit on 

screen [6]. 

Generally, images are an outcome of the estimation of some physical phenomena such as light, 

energy, heat or distance, etc and can be assessed by any numerical form.  

Grayscale images are based on the measurement of light intensity or brightness. Minimum 

brightness implies black and maximum brightness is white. For efficient storage, pixels are 

quantized to P levels such that w(s,t) ϵ {0,1,….P-1} and P is modeled as 2k. Since the human 

ocular system has some limitations, generally for grayscale images k=3 i.e 8 bits. For more 

critical applications like medical scans may use 12 to 16 bits per pixel. 

 

Figure 1.3: 256 gray levels for an 8-bit image 

Color images are based on the measurement of light intensity and chrominance. A color image 

is comprised of pixels, where each pixel has three values for red, green, and blue components. 

Red, green and blue abbreviated as RGB are known as primary colors as with various 

compositions of RGB any color can be created. For an eight-bit image, each primary color has 

256 levels and each color pixel takes three bytes i.e 24 bits to get store in memory.  The 

available standard color models are RGB, CMYK and HSV. 

HSV stands for hue, saturation, and value. CMYK stands for cyan, magenta, yellow and black. 
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A grayscale digital image is analyzed with a single 2D integer array and is comprised of three 

2D arrays for each color band (R, G, B) in a color image [7]. 

Fig. 1.1 depicted how noise disseminates into images during their acquisition and transmission 

as a result of optical errors or instrumentation imperfections. But noise varies in its 

characteristics. To recognize the type of noise encountered in an image, various classes of 

noise are present [8-11] : 

• Impulse (Salt & Pepper) Noise 

• Gaussian Noise 

• Quantization (Uniform) Noise 

• Shot (Poisson) Noise 

• Speckle Noise 

• Rayleigh Noise 

• Gamma Noise 

• Exponential Noise 

This thesis work is based on the efficient detection and removal of “impulse noise” from 

images. 

Impulse Noise (Salt & Pepper) 

Digital images are often impaired with impulse noise as a result of erroneous camera sensors, 

bit errors during transmission or imprecise memory locations. It is seen arbitrarily on images as 

black and white dots, where black is termed as pepper noise and white is referred to as salt 

noise [10]. Property of impulse noise is to produce extreme intensities that are 0 or 255 in an 8- 

bit image. The PDF ( Probability distribution function) for an image affected with impulse 

noise is as follows: 
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Figure 1.4: PDF for impulse noise 

Where, a,b and U are the gray level values of pixels.  

For salt noise, b > a and incase of pepper noise, a > b. 

In 1975, with the invention of the CCD camera of resolution 100 × 100, the study of image 

denoising started broadly. Since then, there is a massive evolution in the approaches and 

methodologies used for noise suppression. Image restoration has the objective to produce an 

image as close as possible to the real image. This thesis work has thrust upon impulse noise 

removal from digital images. A general model for the image degradation/restoration process 

due to impulse noise is given below: 

 

Figure 1.5: Model for impulse noise removal 
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                                               ( , ) ( , ) ( , )g q s f q s n q s= +                                                        (1.3) 

g(q,s) is the resultant image after the introduction of impulse noise n(q,s) in the original image 

f(q,s). 

The type of restoration filter employed depends on the image characteristics [12,13]. There are 

two categories in which the filtering process can be performed: 

1. Spatial domain 

Image pixels are directly manipulated in this case. Our study is focussed on the study of 

spatial filters only. Chapter 2 provides a broad study of spatial filters. 

2. Frequency domain 

Instead of direct manipulation of pixels, the Fourier transform of the image is computed 

and all the operations are performed over it. Inverse Fourier transform is computed for 

the resultant image. 

Efficient noise detection and its restoration play an important pre-processing step for various 

applications like astronomy, medical imaging, forensics, defense services, remote sensing 

biometrics to name a few. These fields have images as their critical input data and any artifacts 

present in them must be removed before further processing. Various Filters are available in the 

literature to deal with the above-mentioned noises in images as noise can severely affect the 

data present in them. This thesis presents various algorithms for the detection of impulse noise 

from images and thereby its efficient restoration. 

1.3 Problem Definition 

In literature, there are numerous techniques to deal with impulse noise as it can alter the true 

information content of an image. This thesis attempts to address some major drawbacks present 
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in existing methods used for impulse noise and proposes new algorithms for efficient impulse 

noise detection and removal. Following problems are conferred in this thesis: 

• Most of the state of art filters emphasize the removal of impulse noise in various 

possible manners but lack the proper mechanism for impulse noise detection. 

Appropriate noise detection is an essential pre-requisite for noise restoration. Better the 

detection process, more superior will be the filtering result. 

• With impulse noise removal, a lot of algorithms are not successful to preserve the fine 

details present in an image. The real image pixel data is modified as a result of the 

filtering process which results in various side effects on an image such as blurring, loss 

of edges, lack of required sharpness, etc. The quality of image data should not be 

compromised with the filtering process. 

• There is a massive advancement in the technology used for impulse noise suppression 

in the last decade such as the incorporation of neural networks, soft computing, and 

fuzzy logic. But the formulation of such methods is so complex that in spite of good 

results their practical use becomes limited. The structure of denoising filters with these 

advancements should be easy to implement and the computation time must range in 

practical limits. 

• Lastly, even if all the required parameters discussed above for a good filter are catered, 

most of the filters fail when there is a rise in noise density. The filter should be robust 

enough to handle even high-density noise levels with consistent performance. 

 

1.4 Scopes and objectives of the thesis 

Literature abounds of impulse noise filters. Many filters perform the restoration procedure 

directly without taking into account that the pixel is affected by noise or noise-free. This 
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produces further artifacts in the image in the form of a blur, loss of original pixel 

information, edge distortion and many more. Techniques which perform detection first 

and filtering later have shown promising results but lack in structural quality and are 

complex to build, thereby resulting in high computation timings. The objectives of this 

thesis after the broad analysis of techniques present in literature are as follows: 

• To devise a reliable detection scheme prior to restoration procedure to efficiently 

remove impulse noise from images and preserve image details. 

• To work towards improved detectors using fuzzy logic which aids in better 

computational complexity and is easy to implement. 

• To explore the utility of restoration mechanisms after proper detection to improve 

the qualitative and quantitative results. 

• To create a robust filter for impulse noise removal whose performance is not 

degraded with a rise in noise density. 

Apart from grayscale images, we also attempt to remove impulse noise from color videos with 

a Spatio-temporal filter. In the case of video sequences, various methods consider the spatial 

relationship within the frame under process or the temporal relationship between the frames is 

analyzed. But for efficient noise removal fusion of temporal filtering and spatial filtering is 

required.  

 

1.5 Thesis Layout 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

• Chapter 1: Introduction 

It provides a fundamental idea about the concepts of noise and image enhancement. Problem 

formulation and thesis objectives are also discussed. 
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• Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter presents a brief study of the existing techniques present in literature used for 

impulse noise suppression.  

 

• Chapter 3: High-density Impulse noise detection using FCM algorithm 

The objective of this chapter is to introduce a novel scheme for impulse noise detection 

which uses the FCM algorithm. This algorithm is compared with many state of art 

techniques and shows superior results. Experimental results are given at the end of the 

chapter. 

 

• Chapter 4: Edge preserving fuzzy filter for suppression of impulse noise 

Another novel technique devised by this thesis work is presented in this chapter. This is an 

expansion of the work presented in the previous chapter. Along with the efficient detection 

of noise, it preserves the edges present in an image thereby improving the qualitative and 

quantitative results. This chapter is concluded with comparative analysis and results. 

 

• Chapter 5: Heuristic analysis of neighboring pixels for impulse noise detection 

This chapter introduces a new filter SPHN based on heuristic analysis of neighboring pixels 

for impulse noise. SPHN maintains the fine balance between image basic structure and 

blurring. Simulation results and conclusions are provided at the end. 

 

• Chapter 6: Impulse Noise Removal in color image sequences using Fuzzy Logic 
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This chapter introduces a fuzzy filter for impulse noise suppression in color image 

sequences. A brief literature study of filters used for video is provided followed by 

simulation results and analysis. Lastly, conclusions are presented. 

 

• Chapter 7: Conclusion and future work 

The work is summarized in this chapter. The thesis concludes with the contributions of the 

work done in this thesis along with the discussion of their future scopes. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Literature Review 

 

This chapter presents a brief study of the existing techniques present in literature used for 

impulse noise suppression. The initial section discusses about spatial filters and its categories. 

In section 2.2, non-linear filters are studied in detail. The last section provides the details of all 

the performance measures used in this thesis work. 

2.1 Spatial Filters 
 

Spatial filters directly manipulate the image pixels. The spatial plane is the image plane itself. 

Spatial filters are classified into two categories: 

• Linear filters 

• Non- linear filters 

 

Figure 2.1: Spatial filters categories 
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2.1.1 Linear Filters 
 

In the initial phases of image denoising, linear filters were employed extensively [14]. 

Simple structure and decent performance lead to their acceptance by various applications. 

But in the presence of noise, their performance degraded as they are likely to produce blur 

and loss of fine details present in an image. Linear filters have the principle to perform 

filtering without detection. Irrespective of the pixel status whether it is corrupted with noise 

or not, linear filters perform its operations. 

In mathematical terms, A linear operator ‘Q’, maps any signal x into signal y, using the 

relation y=Q(x). For Q to be a linear operator it should satisfy both the principles of 

superposition and proportionality. 

Mean filters are the most common linear filters available for impulse noise removal. Many 

variations of these filters are also available. 

 

• Mean Filter 

It is the simplest linear filter also known as an averaging filter [15]. It computes the average 

value in the window and uses it to replace the pixel value at the center. Usually, the window 

size is (2T+1)2, where T should be a positive integer. A  window size of 3×3,5×5,7×7 etc is 

used for computation. Let m×n be the window size, Wm×n is the sliding window centered 

around (i,j), X stands for the noisy image and Y represents the restored image. 

                                  𝑌𝑖,𝑗 =
1

𝑚 ×𝑛
∑ 𝑋𝑢,𝑣(𝑢,𝑣)∈𝑊𝑚,𝑛                                              (2.1) 

This filter is easy to implement but does not provide efficient detail preservation in the   

presence of impulse noise. 

 

• Weighted mean filter 
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A weighted mean filter is an extension of the basic averaging filter [16,17]. Instead of giving 

equal weights to all the neighboring pixels, this filter assigns more weights to the pixels closer 

to the center pixel in processing. Weights can be computed in many ways such as distance 

computation etc. Mean is computed from the product of weight and pixel value for the restored 

pixel value. Better performance than basic mean filter is accomplished in terms of smoothing 

of an image but lags in preserving the basic details of an image. 

Linear filters provide ease of use and simple design but they do not provide substantial image 

detail preservation and fail terribly in impulse noise suppression of high density [18]. Over the 

years many modifications have been done with the basic principle of averaging filter to meet 

up the current requirements in the area of impulse noise removal. Few nonlinear techniques are 

the outcome of such variations in mean filters and many more are discussed in the next section 

of nonlinear filters. 

 

2.1.2 Non –Linear filters 

The last few decades have shown massive evolution in the development of nonlinear filters. 

They surmount the shortcomings of linear filters efficiently. In literature, there are various 

classes of nonlinear filters [19], as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

The broad categories of non-linear filters are namely Order statistics filters, Non- linear mean 

filters, Morphological filters, Homomorphic filters, and polynomial filters. 
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Figure 2.2: Classification of non-linear filters 

 

Order statistic filters are the standard filters among non-linear filters [20]. They assign 

ranking or some order to the pixels comprised within the current processing window and then 

restore the pixel value derived from its ranking response. Prominent filters in this category are 

Median filter and its several variations, Max-Min filter, Midpoint filter, stack filters, etc. 

Order statistic filters are robust in nature and efficiently deal with impulse noise [21]. This 

thesis work has a principle focus on order statistic filters. 

Non-linear mean filters follow the statistical approach too but they have been categorized in a 

different class of family of non-linear filters as they are derived from the modification in the 

basic linear mean filter. Along with median filters, non-linear mean filters have considerable 

importance in the field of noise removal. Many variations of mean filters that are nonlinear in 

nature are also present in literature [22], such as geometric mean filters, harmonic mean 

filters,contraharmonic mean filters, etc. 

Morphological filters focus on geometric features of an image rather than analytical features. 

There is a vast group of filters utilizing the concept of morphological operations [23]. 

Biomedical studies, shape analysis, and other image enhancement applications employ 

morphological based filters. 
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Homomorphic filters are one of the oldest means of image enhancement primarily used for 

multiplicative noise, signal-dependent noise, contrast enhancement in images and seismic 

signal processing [1,21,22]. It involves a nonlinear mapping of images into a different domain 

like frequency domain then with the help of Fourier transform and use of linear techniques 

performing certain operations followed by inverse mapping into the original domain. 

With the rise in the high processing power of computers, polynomial or Volterra filters are 

also used for certain applications in image processing. Quadratic image filters are a special 

subclass of these filters [24]. 

As discussed in previous sections, this thesis work aims to study spatial filters and order 

statistic filters in general, the next section provides a brief study of some notable nonlinear 

filters based on statistical information. 

 

2.2 Study of non-linear filters  

Among the big family of nonlinear filters, order statistics filters play a vital role in impulse 

noise removal. Order statistic filters were introduced by Bovik in 1980’[25]. The prime 

benefit of using order statistics is fast computation and speed. Since its inception, the Median 

filter is the most prevalent filter that falls in this category [26]. Its elementary structure makes 

it suitable for various applications. The basic principle of median filter has been incorporated 

by numerous algorithms and its many variations are present in literature. A brief study of the 

median filter and its variations is as follows: 

 

Median filter [27,28] 

The median filter is the leading mechanism for impulse noise removal which uses order 

statistics. It reduces the intensity variation between the pixels.  

                                     𝑌𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑀𝐸𝐷𝐼𝐴𝑁𝑢,𝑣 ∈ 𝑤(𝑚,𝑛)(𝑋𝑢,𝑣)                                                         (2.2) 
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All the pixels in filtering window Wm,n are sorted and its median value is determined to 

replace the processing pixel value. 

It has an uncomplicated structure and gives modest results for low noise levels which makes 

the median filter as a preferred algorithm of all. But the noise level is an important parameter 

for any filter performance. With the rise in noise levels performance of median filter degrades 

as in general, it operates similar to low pass filter that intercepts the high-frequency elements 

leading to blurring in images. Several modifications and extensions of median filter have 

evolved during the last decades of research for impulse noise removal such as Weighted 

median filter [29], Progressive switching median filter [26], Center-weighted median [30], 

Tri-state median filter [31], Direction based adaptive weighted switching median filter [32], 

Vector median filters [33], Switching weighted vector median filter [34], Modified switching 

median filter [35], Modified weighted mean filter [36], etc. 

 

To surmount the drawbacks of median filters, adaptive median filters were introduced in 1988 

by Lin [28]. It exhibited superior performance as compared to the basic median filter but 

faced issues with the correct detection of positive and negative impulses. Hwang and Haddad 

[37], modified this algorithm to overcome the existing problems. Image characteristics alter 

from one point to another and adaptive median algorithms employ the idea of changing the 

filter size depending upon the image characteristics. A series of adaptive median algorithms 

have evolved since their inception and used extensively for impulse noise removal. A few 

examples from the recent decade are [38-44]. 

Weighted median filters is another popular class of median filters. The basic methodology is 

the same as that of the weighted mean filter [29] discussed in the previous section. The only 

difference is instead of mean value, the median value is selected for restored pixel value. 

These types of filters are much more flexible than the basic median filter. Initially, Arce et al. 
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examined the weighted filters with weights having real positive values and in 1998 [45] with 

negative weight values. Center-weighted filter [46] (CWM) is distinctive in its nature as it 

assigns maximum weight exclusively to the central pixel of the filter which makes it more 

efficient. As a subclass of weighted median filters, CWM efficiently deals with salt noise but 

with pepper noise, its performance deteriorates. 

The standard median filter has shown convergence property that is it is likely to have the 

output of the median filter as one of the input samples without changing its value. This 

property of median filters has given rise to another category of median filters known as 

recursive median filters. Recursive median filters [47-50] use the previously filtered values as 

their input. Faster convergence and high noise attenuation levels are achieved with the use of 

recursive median filters. 

Decision-based filters is another well-known class of median filters which classify the noisy 

pixels and uncorrupted pixels and then process them accordingly. Proper detection of 

corrupted pixels increases the efficacy of the median filter. In the absence of any decision-

based noise detection algorithm before median filtering, all the pixels are considered noisy 

and this compromises the fine details of an image. To conquer these effects, a detection 

operation for impulse noise before filtering is performed. Although this classification is a 

tedious task, recent decades have seen the evolution of such algorithms with the fusion of 

median filters with other methodologies namely fuzzy logic, neural networks or combination 

of weighted median filters with decision-based filters and so on. Several algorithms based on 

decision methodology combined with other practices exist in literature such as Tri-state 

median filter (TSM) [31], An efficient edge-preserving algorithm (EEP) [51], Fuzzy switching 

median filter (FSM) [52], Noise adaptive fuzzy switching median filter (NAFSM) [53], A 

highly effective impulse noise detection Algorithm (HEIND) [54], Contrast enhancement 

based filter (CEB) [55], MDBUTM [56], Adaptive switching median (ASWM) filter [57], 
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Quadrant based spatially adaptive fuzzy filter [58], A fuzzy impulse noise filter based on 

boundary discriminative noise detection [59] and many more [60]. 

In the detection phase, different methods based on thresholding, histogram-based and 

clustering are used. Each has its own limitations and advantages, but the clustering technique 

yields much better results. Clustering is a grouping of a large number of data into clusters of 

smaller groups of similar data. Various algorithms present in literature have incorporated 

different clustering techniques such as modification of advanced boundary discriminative 

noise detection algorithm  [61], efficient techniques for denoising of speckle and highly 

corrupted impulse noise images [62] and removal of impulse noise with an adaptive alpha-

trimmed Mean fuzzy filter [63]. Various clustering techniques are present which can be used 

depending on the type of data to be classified and as per the requirement of the procedure. 

The fusion of median filters with other techniques have enhanced the qualitative as well as 

quantitative results for impulse noise detection and removal [64]. 

This thesis work has derived new algorithms for impulse noise suppression using median 

filtering and fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic has upgraded the performance of our work as discussed 

in upcoming chapters. 

 

 

2.3 Performance Measures 

To assess the performance of images, many metrics are available for research [65-70]. The 

performance measures used in our work for the evaluation of the filters for impulse noise 

removal are Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), Mean square error (MSE), Structural 

similarity index (SSIM), False alarm rate (FA) and Miss detection rate (MD). 
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2.3.1   Mean square error (MSE) 

Given an original image f and the reconstructed image I of size M×N pixels. 

MSE is calculated using: 
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                               (2.3) 

 

Lower the value of MSE better the quality of the reconstructed image. Ideally, it should be 

zero but practically it’s not feasible. 

 

2.3.2   Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) 

Using PSNR we can estimate the quality of the reconstructed image after noise removal. It is 

defined as the ratio of peak signal power to noise power. The basic idea is to compute a single 

number that reflects the quality of the reconstructed image. 

PSNR is related to MSE by the following equation: 

                   

1
( , ) 10log

( , )
PSNR f I

MSE f I

 
=  

                                       (2.4) 

The higher the value of PSNR better is the similarity between two images.  

 

2.3.3   Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) 

    SSIM is calculated using the following equation [68,69] : 
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 c1 and c2 as constants to stabilize the division with weak denominator. µI, µf ,σI, σf, and σIf 

denote the average intensity, standard deviation, and cross-covariance values for images I and 

f, respectively. c1 and c2  have  default values  of  c1= (0.01×255)2 and c2=(0.03×255)2 . 

Three comparison measurements to wit luminance(l), contrast(C) and structure(S) 

comparisons are performed between the two images of the same size. If the SSIM index 

results in a decimal value 1, the absolute structural similarity is implied between two images, 

whereas 0 indicates an absence of structural similarity.  
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SSIM is formulated as a weighted combination of above described comparative measures:                                                                                                                       

31 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )SSIM I f l I f C I f S I f
  =                                     (2.10)

 

Variables ɵ1, ɵ2 and ɵ3 define the relative importance of the three components. 

When ɵ1, ɵ2, ɵ3 =1 and c1=c2, SSIM is deduced as in equation (2.5). 
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2.3.4   False alarm rate (FA) 

False alarm rate arises when a noise-free image pixel is identified as noisy. A difference 

based method is used for the evaluation of our work. Noise matrix is generated based on 

differences computed between the noise chart and the real image. In Fig. 2.3, ‘1’ in the noise 

chart indicates the presence of noise, whereas ‘0’ implies noise-free. From Fig. 2.3, it is clear 

that False Alarm arises when a noise-free pixel is identified as noisy and marked as ‘1’ in the 

noise chart. For any algorithm, a false alarm rate should be low. 

 

2.3.5   Miss detection rate (MD) 

Miss detection takes place when a pixel corrupted with noise is identified as noise-free. The 

difference based evaluation method is used for miss detection also, with the same methodology 

as shown in Fig. 2.3. For miss detection it is marked as ‘0’ is in the noise chart. Miss detection 

rates should be low too for optimal results. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Difference based method for FA and MD 
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Chapter 3 

 

High Density Impulse noise detection   

using FCM algorithm 

 

3.1 Preliminaries 

Impulse noise in images is removed more effectively if the primary detection of noise is 

performed explicitly. It is one of the main objectives of this thesis work. We have emphasized 

the proper detection of noise first and then using the noise removal filters. As discussed in the 

section of non-linear filters, the fusion of median filters with fuzzy logic has evolved in the 

last decades for the advancement of noise filtering algorithms. Fuzzy logic enhances the 

performance of the algorithm and therefore we have used Fuzzy C-means (FCM)  algorithm 

to detect impulse noise in an optimum manner and then using the median filter for the 

restoration of a corrupted pixel. The algorithm is iterative in nature and preserves more image 

details in a high noise environment. FCM is initially used to cluster the image data. The 

application of the FCM algorithm in the detection phase provides an exquisite classification 

of uncorrupted pixels from noisy data, so that the pictorial information remains preserved. 

Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm abbreviated as HDIND significantly 

outperforms existing well-known techniques. Results show that with the increase in the 

percentage of noise density, the performance of the algorithm is not degraded. Furthermore, 
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the varying window size in the two detection stages provides more efficient results in terms of 

low false alarm rate and miss detection rate. The simple structure of the algorithm to detect 

impulse noise makes it useful for various applications like satellite imaging, remote sensing, 

medical imaging diagnosis, and military surveillance. After the efficient detection of noise, 

the existing filtering techniques can be used for the removal of noise. In this work, we have 

used the standard median filter to reinstate the values of noisy pixels. 

The next section presents a brief study of FCM algorithm. Section 3.3, explains the 

methodology used followed by experimental results in section 3.4. Conclusions are given at 

the end of the chapter. 

 

3.2 Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm 

Fuzzy c-means is one of the most common methods used to cluster data. In 1973, Dunn 

developed this method [71] and in 1981, Bezdek revised it [72]. FCM is commonly utilized 

for pattern recognition. Fuzzy clustering is employed in various algorithms [73,74] for the 

classification of image data. The main advantage of fuzzy clustering over hard clustering is 

that it allows each pattern to belong to more than one cluster based on membership function 

or varying degrees of certainty. Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) is a well-known algorithm among the 

class of fuzzy clustering algorithms. It provides the best result for the overlapped data set. 

The basic steps of the FCM algorithm are explained briefly. 

The main purpose of FCM is to minimize the objective function Jm :  

                             

2

1 1

, 1m

N C

m
ij i j
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u x c mJ
= =

= −    
                               (3.1) 

Where, 

m is the fuzziness index, that should be a real number > 1 (usually 2) 
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uij  denotes the extent of membership xi has in jth cluster 

xi represents the ith assessed data 

N denotes the number of data  

C represents the number of clusters 

cj is the d-dimension center of the cluster, and  

2

i jx c− is the Euclidean distance between ith data and the jth cluster center. 

 

This algorithm assigns membership value to each data point xi corresponds to each cluster 

center cj based on the distance between the cluster center and the data point. This distance is 

the Euclidean distance among ith data and  jth cluster center. This distance decides the 

membership of data towards the specific cluster. The values of membership uij and cluster 

centers cj are revised in each iteration by:  
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This iteration will stop when  ( 1) ( )
max

k k

ij ij ij
u u 

+
− 

 

where ɛ is a termination criterion between 0 and 1 and k is the iteration number. 

The FCM algorithm can be summarized as follows: 

a) Initialize 
ij

U u=     matrix, (0)
U . 

b) At k-step: calculate the center's vectors  ( )k

j
C c= with ( )k

U . 

c) Update
( ) ( 1)

,    k k
U U

+

. 
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d) If ( 1) ( )k k

ij ij
u u 

+
−  then STOP, otherwise return to step (b). 

Matlab in-built function is used to perform FCM on image data.  It uses an additional  

argument variable, options, to specify clustering parameters, introduce a stopping criteria, or 

set the iteration information display. Specify options as a vector: 

• options(1): Exponent for the partition matrix U. Default: 2.0. 

• options(2): Maximum number of iterations. Default: 100. 

• options(3): Minimum amount of improvement. Default: 1e-5. 

• options(4): Information displayed during iteration. Default: 1. 

The advantage of using fuzzy c-means is that it gives the best result for overlapped data, which 

is in the form of pixels in images. It is comparatively better than other existing algorithms such 

as a k-means algorithm. FCM helps us to compute the threshold values to classify pixels as 

lower intensity pixels , higher intensity pixels and noise free pixels. This increases the 

efficiency of noise detection filter and improves the qualitative and quantitative results. 

In this technique, FCM is incorporated in both the detection stages. The proposed method is 

presented in the next section. 

Figure 3.1: Flow of HDIND 
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3.3 Methodology 

The effective impulse noise removal primarily relies upon the detection mechanism. 

The proposed algorithm introduces a strong detection method to identify the noisy pixels of an 

image which in turn reduces the miss detection and false alarm rates. 

The pixels with higher and lower intensity are classified separately. The remaining pixels are 

categorized as noise-free. 

 In this technique for noise removal, the detection of impulse noise is carried out in two stages. 

Double stage detection efficiently locates the noise affected pixels and does not alter the value 

of noise-free pixels. 

   Stage I:   

1) Center a 21 × 21 size window on every image pixel. 

2) Pixel under inspection is denoted as w(s,t). 

3) Let the three clusters formed after applying FCM be A, B, and C. After the formation of 

clusters find the maximum value present in each cluster respectively. 

4) FCM classifies the adjacent 441 pixels unsupervisely into three clusters.   

5) Compute the highest intensity value of the pixel in each cluster respectively, denoted as 

M1 , M2 and M3 such that  M1 < M2 < M3. 

6) Using the following equation, check whether the central pixel ( ),s tw
 is noisy or noise-

free. 

                                       

( )

( )

( )

( )

,

, ,

,

pepper noise ,  w 1

noise free ,     M1<w 2

salt noise ,      M2<w 3
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w



= 




 
 
 
 

                           (3.4) 

Cluster with the highest intensity value as M1 is labeled as “pepper noise”, the group with M2 

as its highest value is termed as “noise-free” and M3 belongs to “salt-noise” group. 
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7) In case the pixel belongs to the “noise-free” group, it is not processed further and its 

original intensity value is retained otherwise, the pixel is evaluated again in the second 

stage of detection. 

 

      Stage II: 

8) Window size is altered to 7 × 7. 

9)  Reiterate the Steps 2) to 6) in the same way. 

10)  If w(s,t) falls into the “noise-free” group, it is considered as an uncorrupted pixel and no 

transition is made in its original value otherwise,the noisy pixel is restored. 

The median value computed via 7 × 7 window size, is utilized for the restoration of the 

corrupted pixel values.  

 

 Illustration of algorithm 

 

For a better understanding of the proposed algorithm, an illustration of the work is presented    

as follows: 

                 

                 Instead of using a window size of 21×21 in the first detection Stage, working of the algorithm 

explained using a window size of 7×7.
 
 

                All the 49 values of the window of size 7×7 are sorted in ascending order and using the FCM 

algorithm they are divided into three clusters. Let the three clusters be A, B, and C. 
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          Figure 3.2. (a) 7 × 7 window                 (b) Restored value of the noisy pixel 

 

     Cluster A = {72, 77, 81, 87, 87, 97, 99, 104, 113, 116, 117, 119, 119, 125, 132, 136,                                                   

141,145, 155, 155, 156, 163} 

  Cluster B = {255, 255, 255, 255, 255, 255, 255} 

  Cluster C = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 29, 39, 46, 46, 49, 54, 54, 64} 

 

               The maximum value for each cluster is computed and sorted in ascending order such that  

               M1< M2< M3: 

              M1= 64, M2=163, M3= 255 

               

               From Fig. 1, Pixel under consideration is ( ), 0s tw = . Using equation (3.4),  
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                                     (3.5)

 

 

                 From equation (3.5), it is clear that 0 belongs to the cluster having Pepper noise. Therefore, it 

will be evaluated further in second stage of detection, by using a window of size 7×7 in the 

49 87 155 255 54 64 81 

24 255 132 163 0 255 0 

46 39 145 0 156 119 0 

87 46 141 0 155 255 117 

113 104 77 125 0 136 116 

0 0 99 72 119 255 255 

0 0 255 0 97 54 29 

49 87 155 255 54 64 81 

24 255 132 163 0 255 0 

46 39 145 0 156 119 0 

87 46 141 87 155 255 117 

113 104 77 125 0 136 116 

0 0 99 72 119 255 255 

0 0 255 0 97 54 29 
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same manner as illustrated above. If the pixel is again detected as noisy, it will be restored 

using the median filter.  

 

After arranging all the pixel values of the 7×7 window in ascending order, Median  value is 

computed as follows: 

 

                {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 29, 39, 46, 46, 49, 54, 54, 64, 72, 77, 81, 87, 87, 97, 99,104, 

113, 116, 117, 119, 119, 125, 132, 136, 141, 145, 155, 155, 156, 163, 255, 255, 255,255, 255, 

255, 255} 

 

The median value of the selected window of size 7×7 is computed as 87. For the restoration 

of the pixel value in Fig. 3.2, the central pixel 0 is replaced by a computed median value 87. 

   

The selection of the restoration method can be performed according to the application of   

images using several methods present in the literature. For example, the value of detected 

noisy pixel value “0” in Fig. 3.2, is restored by the mean filter as “97”. 

    In the future, the work can be expanded to the better restoration of pixels after efficient 

detection using the proposed algorithm. 

    Experimental results and comparison with existing techniques exhibit that the proposed 

detection algorithm detects noise more effectively. It even outperforms the techniques such as 

Contrast enhancement based Filter (CEB) [55], MDBUTM [56], A new adaptive switching 

median (ASWM) filter [57], Detail-preserving variation algorithm with decision-based 

structure for impulse noise [75], Impulse noise removal at high and low levels using nonlinear 

filter [76], Fuzzy mathematical morphology based impulse noise suppression (FMM) [77], 

etc. 
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Figure 3.3: Algorithm flowchart 

 

The algorithm flowchart is given in Fig. 3.3. 

 

Using eq. (3.4) check the cluster to which 

scanned pixel belong 

k=7, 

flag=1 

Process 

next pixel 

Restore the pixel 

using Median 

value 

If all 

pixel 

scanned 

STOP 

  pixel  

marked 

noisefree

? 

If 

flag=1? 

Scan each pixel w(s, t) in image I 

Apply window size k × k on the central pixel 

Apply FCM on the window to divide all the 

values into 3 clusters 

Find maximum value in each group and sort 

them in ascending order such that 
M1<M2<M3 

START 

Read Image I 

Initialize k=21, flag =0 
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3.4 Experimental Results 

This section analyzes our work in comparison with some existing techniques to demonstrate 

its effectiveness. For the performance analysis, two similarity measures PSNR and MSE that 

is Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and Mean square error are selected. Lower MSE values 

provide better results. Higher the value of PSNR better is the similarity between the original 

image and the restored image. The proposed algorithm is compared with the few existing 

techniques in Table 3.1 & 3.2  for PSNR and MSE values. The values are consistent with 

increasing noise density and it outperforms other methods. It is derived that HDIND is a 

novel filter for images altered with high noise. 
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Miss detection (MD) and False alarm (FA) rates are computed for more reliability of the 

proposed algorithm(PA). As discussed in section 2.3, the difference based method is used for 

the computation of MD and FA rates. Table 3.3 provides the MD and FA values for the “Lena” 

image. The algorithm provides low MD and FA rates which increases the quality of the 

proposed filter. 

The advantage of the proposed algorithm is that its performance is not degraded with the 

increasing noise level. It can easily handle high noise levels up to 80%. The application of 

FCM helps to classify the salt and pepper noisy pixels separately in an efficient manner. This, 

in turn, improves our detection process. The algorithm utilizes the median value of the selected 

window to restore detected noisy pixels. It gives low miss detection rates as well as false alarm 

rates as shown in Table 3.3. The feasibility of the proposed algorithm is also observed from 

visual results at various noise levels. To assess the image results, the standard grayscale test 

image “Lena” of size 512× 512 is used.  

In Fig. 3.4, using MATLAB Results of different filters, including the proposed algorithm, is 

presented at a noise level of 30%. From the visual results, it is also noticed that the nature of 

the restored image using our technique is better as compared to the quality of restored images 

using other existing algorithms. Our algorithm preserves more edge details and fine details 

present in the image. 

From Fig. 3.5, it is derived that our algorithm performance is not degraded with an increasing 

percentage of noise density. For the better reconstruction of the image, it provides high PSNR 

values and lowers MSE values as compared to existing techniques in literature at different 

noise densities. Some more results are incorporated for image “Mandril” in Fig. 3.6, “Pirate” 

in Fig. 3.7, “Woman Blonde” in Fig. 3.8,  and “livingroom”  in Fig. 3.9, at noise levels of 30%, 

40% & 50% respectively. 
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Figure 3.4 : Results for image “lena” using various methods (a) 30% Noisy image (b) ASWM 

(c) HEIND (d) EEP (e) MDBU (f) CEB (g)  NAFSM (h) Proposed algorithm                 
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Figure 3.5 : PSNR and MSE graphs for 30% noisy image “lena” using various methods 

Where, 

Red (+) = ASWM , Green (o) =FSM, Blue (*) =NAFSM , Cyan (×) =CEF                     

Magenta (□) =HEIND ,Green (◊) =EEPA,Yellow (∆) = MDBU,  

Black (►) = PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
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The PSNR and MSE values for different images after applying the proposed algorithm are 

presented in Table 3.4. 
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3.5  Conclusions 

This chapter introduced an effective detection scheme for impulse noise. The performance of 

the algorithm is not degraded with the increasing percentage of noise density. The detection 

phase is divided into two stages. It is iterative and minimizes the false alarm rate as well as 

zero miss detection rates. The application of fuzzy c-means (FCM) to detect the noisy pixels 

makes this algorithm a novel technique. Extensive simulation results and comparison with 

other filters indicate that HDIND surpasses several methods. After efficient detection of noise, 

any restoration technique present in the literature can be incorporated. It is easy to understand 

as it has an uncomplicated structure and intuitive in nature. 

In the future, the work can be expanded by incorporating better restoration techniques along 

with the efficient detection scheme presented in this chapter. The next chapter presents an 

extension of this work by using a more robust framework for the restoration of noisy pixels. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Edge Preserving Fuzzy Filter for 

Suppression of Impulse Noise in Images 
 

4.1. Premiliaries 

Impulse noise in images culminates in the loss of valuable information. This chapter introduces 

an efficient fuzzy filter for suppression of impulse noise in images (EFFSIN). In the previous 

chapter, HDIND [78]  recognized the significance of proper detection of noise and its 

subsequent restoration. But even with an impressive detection procedure, HDIND is not able to 

classify the edge pixels properly. The motivation behind this work was to classify the edge 

pixel and noisy pixel before restoration of pixel, so that we don’t have to compromise on edge 

information. The algorithm employs an exclusive image restoration method to perform the 

cross-check on pixels.To enhance the performance of the filter, an additional set of rules is 

used prior to the final restoration of the noisy pixel. Firstly, impulse noise is effectively 

detected by the proposed algorithm with the utilization of Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) in two 

stages. Only legitimate pixels are restored after the fair distinction of the noisy pixel from edge 

pixel. The algorithm is presented in detail in the subsequent section. Proper restoration of the 

noisy pixel, following effective detection by EFFSIN leads to low miss detection (MD) and 
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false alarm (FA) rates. Simulation results depict the efficacy of the proposed filter regarding 

peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM). 

 

4.2. EFFSIN Algorithm  

The basic characteristics of an image are impaired with the intrusion of impulse noise. Impulse 

noise is an alias as Salt and pepper noise in literature. The original pixel values are altered by 

the extreme intensity values of the dynamic range usually 0 or 255. The proposed work is 

dynamic in nature which significantly removes impulse noise from images without 

compromising on the existing edge details. Even if the pixels are detected as noisy, the 

algorithm performs restoration after checking whether the identified noisy pixel is impulse 

noise or an edge value whose true value is 0 or 255. 

 

Figure 4.1: Flow of EFFSIN 

 

4.2.1 Impulse Noise Detection 

The proposed algorithm performs impulse noise detection in two phases. The initial phase 

attempts to detect noise on a global basis therefore a bigger window size of 21×21 is used 

to extract relevant information from a noisy image.  
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       Phase I 

1. Center a 21×21 size window on every image pixel. 

2. Pixel under inspection is referred to as v(li,lj) i.e value at ith location and jth location in 

the spatial domain. 

3. FCM classifies the adjacent 441 pixels unsupervisely into three clusters. 

4. Compute the highest intensity value of the pixel in each cluster respectively, denoted as 

H1, H2 and H3 such that H1<H2<H3. 

5. Cluster with the highest intensity value as H1 is labeled as “pepper noise”, the group 

with H2 as its highest value is termed as “noise-free” and H3  belongs to “salt-noise” 

group. The following equation is used to evaluate that the pixel is affected by impulse 

noise or not. 

                   

1

1 2

2 3

,     v( , )

( , ) ,     ( , )

,    ( , )

i j

i j i j

i j

pepper noise l l H

v l l noise free H v l l H

salt noise H v l l H

 − 
 

= −   
 −   

                                (4.1)  

                            

6. In case the pixel belongs to the “noise-free” group, it is not processed further and its 

original intensity value is retained otherwise, the pixel is evaluated again in the second 

phase of detection. 

 

            Phase II 

1) For the analysis of the noisy pixel on a local basis, the window size is altered to 7×7. 

2) FCM classifies the adjacent 49 pixels unsupervisely into three clusters. 

3) Reiterate the steps 4) and 5) in a similar manner. 

4) If v(li,lj) falls into the “noise-free” group, it is considered as an uncorrupted pixel and no 

transition is made in its original value otherwise, the noisy pixel is restored. 
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4.2.2  Impulse Noise Restoration 

An image is comprised of many fine details and sometimes the true value of a pixel or 

edge values is identified as noise. To minimize the false alarm and miss detection rates, it 

is important to differentiate between an edge pixel and noisy pixel. The double-phase 

analysis of a pixel by the proposed algorithm helps to identify the noise affected pixels 

more robustly.EFFSIN also focuses on proper restoration of noisy pixels such that edges 

are preserved and a high-quality image is perceived at the user end. For proper 

classification of noisy pixels from edge pixels, the following steps are performed at the 

restoration stage: 

1. For a noisy pixel, consider the clusters generated by FCM with a 7×7 window, having the 

highest intensity value of H1 and H3 respectively. 

2. In each cluster, count the number of 0 and 255 respectively and its value is stored in a 

function denoted by “COUNT1” for the number of 0 in case of “pepper-noise” and  

“COUNT2” for the number of 255 in case of “salt-noise”.  

3. If COUNT1 ≤ 2 or COUNT2 ≤ 2 then the pixel under evaluation is considered as noisy and 

will be restored. 

4. If COUNT1 ≥ 3 or COUNT2 ≥ 3 then take a 3 × 3 window placed on processing pixel to 

check if its a noisy pixel or an edge. 

5. The following two cases are considered for image restoration by taking the eight adjacent 

pixels of the center pixel i.e N8 into account : 

      Case I: If  N8 has all 0 or 255 then do not perform any restoration as it can be an edge 

value. 

     Case II: If N8 has 0 or 255 greater than one then expand window size to 5 × 5 to check      

for any possible edge 
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v24 v9 v10 v11 v12 

v23 v8 v1 v2 v13 

v22 v7 v0 v3 v14 

v21 v6 v5 v4 v15 

v20 v19 v18 v17 v16 

 

                                             Figure 4.2: 5 × 5 window 

Let the pixel under processing is “v0” as shown in Fig. 4.2. The adjacent pixels are 

denoted as v1 to v24. 

The following rules are utilized to cross-check whether the pixel needs to be restored or 

not.  

 

Rule 1: 

IF (v0 is NOISY) AND (v2 and v12 are NOISY) AND (v6 and v20 are NOISY) THEN (v0 

is EDGE) 

           

           Rule 2: 

IF (v0 is NOISY) AND (v1 and v10 are NOISY) AND (v5 and v18 are NOISY) THEN (v0 

is EDGE) 

 

Rule 3: 

IF (v0 is NOISY) AND (v8 and v24 are NOISY) AND (v4 and v16 are NOISY) THEN (v0 

is EDGE) 
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Rule 4: 

IF (v0 is NOISY) AND (v7 and v22 are NOISY) AND (v3 and v14 are NOISY) THEN (v0 

is EDGE) 

 

“NOISY” indicates the pixel value as 0 or 255. Noisy Pixel value should be either 0 in 

all cases or 255 during the complete analysis of pixel with the above-mentioned rules. 

Edges indicate the significant regional transitions of intensity values in an image. 

Constant occurrence of noisy pixels with the same intensity value of either 0 or 255 

implies the presence of a possible edge. 

6. Pixel evaluated as “NOISY” via any of the rules stated in the preceding step is replaced 

with the median value of the 5×5 window and pixel evaluated as “EDGE” is not 

modified. 

 

The rules presented in the work employ the idea to explore the nearest neighbourhood 

of the pixel in all possible directions ,to classify an edge pixel from noisy pixel , so that 

the information is well preserved and false alarm rates are reduced. With the reduction 

in false alarm rates the PSNR values also improve and results become more 

efficient.The separation of noisy pixels from possible edge pixels lowers the False 

Alarm rates and Miss detection rates by the proposed algorithm. It also increases the 

PSNR and SSIM values. The standard median filter is a well known powerful filter in 

the area of image processing and is used for various applications including impulse 

noise removal. If used directly it can lead to loss of fine details/edges present in an 

image.EFFSIN is a sturdy technique that uses the median filter after the analysis of 

impulse noise in an image that enhances its performance.  
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Figure 4.3: Block Diagram of EFFSIN 

         

          4.2.3  Illustration of algorithm 

An exemplification of the proposed work is presented for more clear perception. 

A 7×7 window is used for demonstration of work instead of a 21 ×21 window for the 

first impulse noise detection phase for a crisp view. FCM classifies the adjacent 49 

pixels unsupervisely in three clusters, let’s say Q, R, and S. 

 

Figure 4.4: 7×7 window 

           Q={193,201,201,210,211,215,236,250,255,255,255,255} 

R={78,88,89,90,99,132,140,141,142,150,160,165} 

S={0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,10,13,16,20,23,30,32,36,42,46,47,50,52,53,63,63} 
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The highest value from each cluster is calculated and labeled as H1, H2 and H3 such that 

H1<H2<H3.Substitute the values of H1=63, H2 =165 and H3=255 in equation (4.1). 

,    v( , ) 63

( , ) ,   63 ( , ) 165

,   165 ( , ) 255

i j

i j i j

i j

pepper noise l l

v l l noise free v l l

salt noise v l l

 − 


= −   
 −                                         (4.2) 

It is depicted from the above equation that the pixel under processing is “pepper-

noise”.Similarly, this pixel is again examined in the second detection phase with a 

window size of 7×7, for the presence of impulse noise. Likewise, it is again discovered 

as a pixel corrupted with noise in next phase. For impulse noise restoration, consider the 

clusters with the highest value of H1=63 and H3=255. The pixel is marked as “pepper-

noise”, therefore “COUNT1” is computed. COUNT1=9,  in this case, COUNT1 ≥ 3, so 

3×3 is centered on noisy pixels. According to step (5)-case II of impulse noise 

restoration, the window is expanded to 5×5. 

 

Figure 4.5: Expansion of window size and the final result 

Analysis for any possible edge is performed using Rule 1,2,3 and 4.Rule 1 is true for 

present pixel therefore, it is marked as EDGE and no restoration is done. 
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4.3 Experimental results 

EFFSIN is simulated for impulse noise of varying densities as well as examined in contrast 

with other state-of-art filters present in literature. The similarity measures employed for the 

performance evaluation of our work are Peak signal-to-noise ratio(PSNR), structural 

similarity index (SSIM), False alarm (FA) and Miss detection (MD) values. 
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Table 4.1 presents the analysis of PSNR and SSIM values for the “Lena” image using various 

algorithms at varying noise densities. EFFSIN excels with high SSIM and PSNR results in 

comparison to other methods. The proposed filter is robust in nature and its performance does 

not deteriorate with an increase in noise density.  
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Analysis of PSNR and SSIM values for various images using EFFSIN is presented in Table 

4.2,  for noise levels of 30%, 40%, and 50 %. EFFSIN achieves excellent results for different 

images as well. 

There is a notable improvement in the results of HDIND [78] after the incorporation of edge 

detecting features in the impulse restoration phase. The proposed filter confers consistent 

performance with varying amounts of noise.  

It is derived from Table 4.3 that the FA and MD values are reduced remarkably by EEFSIN. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Results for Lena image at different noise levels using EFFSIN 

From the analysis of mathematical data in Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, it is clear that 

EFFSIN significantly surpasses the contemporary techniques available for impulse noise. 

HDCNN [79] yields good PSNR and SSIM values but is complex in nature with high 

computation time. The proposed filter is elementary in nature with less computation time. 
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FAHDS [80] does not preserve the fine details of the image and provides low quantitative 

results. Similarly, FSBH [81] and AFSM [82] does not reduce the FA and MD values.  

EFFSIN [83] is edge-preserving in nature which provides relatively low False alarm rates and 

miss detection rates thereby improving the PSNR and SSIM values. It also gives efficient 

results for different test images. The application of the median filter after the assessment of 

possible edges has enhanced the quality of work. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 : Results for “livingroom” image by EFFSIN 
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Figure 4.8 : Results for “Womenblonde” image using EFFSIN 

 

Figure 4.9: Results for “Pirate” image using EFFSIN 
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The qualitative results for “Lena” in Fig. 4.6, “livingroom” in Fig. 4.7, “Womenblonde” in Fig. 

4.8, “Pirate” in Fig. 4.9 and “Mandril” in Fig. 4.10, display the high conduct of the proposed 

filter for differing levels of impulse noise. All the simulation results are derived using 

MATLAB. 

 

4.4  Conclusions 

In this chapter, an edge-preserving algorithm for the suppression of impulse noise is 

introduced. The two-phase impulse noise detection and proper impulse noise restoration with 

the evaluation of possible edges make it a coherent technique for impulse noise suppression. 

The extensive simulation results predict that the proposed work makes a remarkable reduction 

in the False alarm rates. Moreover, it also excels quantitatively and qualitatively.  

Figure 4.10: Results for “Mandril” image using EFFSIN 
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An unequivocal approach of the proposed work enhances its performance with less 

computation time. In the future, the work can be extended further for impulse noise detection 

and restoration in color images and sequences. 
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Chapter 5 

 

A Novel Approach for Salt and Pepper 

Noise Removal based on Heuristic 

Analysis of Neighboring Pixels 

 

5.1. Premialiaries  

A robust framework for impulse noise detection is the primary objective of this thesis work. 

This chapter addresses this problem of efficient noise detection with another technique 

based on heuristic analysis of the neighboring pixels. It is a contemporary technique 

designed to suppress impulse noise in images, abbreviated as SPHN. It is a two-stage filter, 

in the first stage, the noisy pixels are detected. Only the pixels classified as noisy are 

subjected to the filtering stage. In the detector stage the proposed algorithm analyses the 

neighborhood of the pixel under consideration, based on this analysis it classifies the pixel 

as noisy or noise-free. The noisy pixels are then subjected to filtering. PSNR and MSE are 

used as performance measures for simulation results. SPHN outperforms the existing 

methodologies in literature. The comparative analysis is also given in the sections ahead. 

The next section describes the detailed functionality of the proposed filter. 
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5.2. SPHN Algorithm 

SPHN is a double-stage filter, the first stage identifies the noisy and noise-free pixels, the 

second stage performs filtering only on the noisy pixels. Not subjecting the noise-free 

pixels to the filtering process helps to preserve fine details and avoids blurring. The details 

of the two stages are as follows: 

 

5.2.1 Detection Stage 

In the detection stage, the corrupted image X is subjected to a 3×3 window Wi,j centered at 

pixel xi,j. The current pixel is compared to the maximum and minimum values lmax and lmin 

respectively within the current window; if the pixel is equal to either of the two values it is 

a noisy candidate. 

       min , max

, min , max

 ,           

,   ,      
i j

i j i j

noise free l x l

i j noise candidate x l or x lx
−  

= ==
              (5.1) 

   Where, 

   lmax = local maxima within the current window 

   lmin= local minima within the current window 

Once identified as a noise candidate it is important to ascertain that the pixel is an isolated 

maximum or minimum value i.e. noise, and not a part of any edges. To do this, calculate 

the distance of all pixels in the window with the central pixel as below : 

                        (i iabs p − )=                              (5.2) 
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Where, 

δi = distance of the ith pixel from the central pixel 

pi = ith pixel 

ξ = central pixel in the 3×3 window 

abs = absolute value 

Next, we calculate the average δavg of all the distances δi. 

By comparing this average distance δavg with the global maxima φ, we can classify the 

pixels into noisy or noise-free according to equation 5.3 : 

                ,      (

, ,       
avgNoisy Pixel of

i j Noise Free otherwisex
    )

−=
                 (5.3) 

If according to the equation. 5.3 pixel is noisy, we process it further. 

Then, the value of pixels p1 & p2 in the neighborhood ξ having the least distance δi (from ξ) 

are computed and calculate their average ƿavg. 

Finally, we categorize noisy and noise-free pixels according to equation 5.4. 

                 ,      (

,  ,       
avgNoisy Pixel of

i j Noise Free otherwisex
    )

−=
    (5.4) 

If the central pixel is noisy it undergoes the filtering stage, else if it is noise-free no further 

processing is needed. The value of global maximum value needed to determine whether a 

pixel is noisy or not at the detector stage of SPHN will be 255. As we are working with 8-

bit grayscale images. 
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      5.2.2  Filtering Stage  

When the noisy pixels are identified, they are subjected to filtering.  

      In the filtering stage, the first step is to calculate the mean ƞi of pixels in all directions  

      ƞ1 (L to R), ƞ2 (T to B), ƞ3 (TL to BR) and ƞ4 (TR to BL). 

Next, the distance of each pixel pi from its mean ƞi is calculated. Now the average of the 

distances ƞavgi for each direction i, as shown in Fig. 5.1 is calculated.  

 

Figure 5.1: Directions used to calculate the distances 

The next step is to assign weights (w1 to w8). Pixels in the direction with minimum ƞavgi get 

the highest weight 4.  

Pixels in the direction of the second minimum ƞavgi gets weight 3. 
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Similarly, we assign weights 2 and 1 to directions with 3rd and 4th minimum ƞavgi   

respectively. 

After assigning the weights the restoration of the corrupted pixels is done according to 

equation 5.5: 

   , ,

, ,

   ,               

 ,                                     ,
i i j i j

i j i j

median w x if x is noisy

x if x is noise freei jy


−=
  (5.5) 

        Where, 

lmax = lo    lmax=local maxima of the present window 

lmin = local minima of the present window 

 = central pixel in the window 

i = distance of the ith pixel from the central pixel 

1 ,
2 ,

3 ,
4 = mean of pixels in all directions 

1 8  w to w = weights assigned to pixels 

ip = ith pixel 

avg = average of all distance values 

  = global maxima for the image 

avg = average of pixels nearest to the central pixel    

avg = distance average 

 = repetition operator 
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Figure 5.2: Algorithm Flowchart 
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5.3. Simulation results 

The proposed algorithm (SPHN) is evaluated by comparing it with other well-known 

algorithms for both grayscale and color images. For this purpose, salt and pepper noise of 

varying intensity, ranging from 10% to 90%, was added to the original image and the 

performance was analyzed in terms of visual quality, MSE, and PSNR. 

Quantitatively, the relative performance of the algorithms is measured in terms of the 

Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). 

The PSNR and MSE values for SPHN filter, for various images, at varying noise 

intensities are presented in Table 5.1. The mathematical results imply that SDOD has 

consistent performance in terms of PSNR and MSE values. It is able to handle even high 

noise levels with efficient results. 

The PSNR and MSE values of the SPHN [84] filter are compared against the existing 

algorithms such as SDOD [85], ASWM  [57], FSM [52], ERC [86] filter, DDB [87] filter, 

NAFSM [53] and EEPA [51] at variable noise levels, and are depicted in Table 5.2.  

SDOD gives the lowest results for PSNR. ERC provides good results at lower noise 

density levels but degrades in its performance at higher levels. NAFSM and FSM are 

consistent in performance but fail to provide high qualitative results. The quality of images 

using EEPA also deteriorates above noise level 40%. The results are analyzed for different 

images and it is depicted that SDOD outperforms other filters with efficient and consistent 

results. The simple structure of SDOD makes it easy to implement and utilize it for various 

applications. 
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Table 5.1: PSNR and MSE values for SPHN filter for standard images at varying noise 

intensities 

 

 

 

 

 

Type of image 

Noise in % 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

PSNR(dB) 

Peppers 87.84 80.55 77.60 70.95 69.00 66.91 64.40 65.17 65.54 

Lena 72.01 71.65 69.70 68.95 66.26 64.03 62.68 62.92 63.33 

Baboon 77.13 76.29 69.98 64.90 61.97 60.42 59.70 58.52 60.01 

Pirate 85.16 75.62 71.06 68.27 65.85 64.58 61.47 61.53 63.26 

Cameraman 69.56 67.42 66.78 65.93 65.67 65.15 63.70 63.71 63.72 

MSE 

Peppers 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.23 0.19 0.18 

Lena 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.33 0.35 

Cameraman 0.07 0.14 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.27 0.25 0.27 

Baboon 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.13 

Pirate 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.16 0.22 0.46 0.45 0.47 
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For the analysis of visual quality, the restored images by various denoising methods for 30% 

noisy image “Lena” is shown in Fig. 5.3. 

Some more results for the image “Pirate” in Fig. 5.4, image “Peppers” in Fig. 5.5, and image 

“Cameraman” in Fig. 5.6, are provided at noise levels of 20%, 40%, and 60% respectively. 

The visual results for SDOD for various images depict the robust nature of the algorithm. The 

images are seen with a significant reduction in impulse noise after the application of the SDOD 

filter. It can be observed from the restoration images, the proposed SPHN filter produces 

results, which are better both qualitatively and quantitatively for grayscale images. 
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5.4. Conclusions 

This chapter presents an SPHN filter for the suppression of impulse noise. The Proposed 

algorithm was implemented using Matlab 7.9 and several test images namely  “Lena”, 

“Cameraman”, “Peppers”, “Pirate and “Baboon” were used. The performance of the 

proposed filter on various images at varying noise levels was analyzed and also compared 

with many existing filters. It can be deduced that SPHN works well at both low and high 

noise densities and also in comparison to some popular techniques. We have used only 

grayscale images for our research but this technique can be expanded for color images and 

sequences. 
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 Chapter 6 

 

 

Impulse Noise Removal in color image 

sequences using Fuzzy Logic 

 

 

6.1  Preliminaries 

 

This thesis work primarily deals with grayscale images for impulse noise removal. This 

Chapter addresses the impulse noise suppression from videos. A two-step fuzzy filter for 

impulse noise from an image sequence in RGB color space is introduced. The primary 

filter recognizes the noisy pixels with the measure of noise present and afterward rectifies 

them. The output of the first filter acts as an input to the second filter and further refines 

the outcome to give the final output. Excellent alignment is seen between noise removal 

and structure conservation due to the classifying nature of the algorithm. To minimize 

blurring, noisy pixels are exclusively rectified and noise-free pixels remain intact. The 

proposed filter is a 3-D Spatio-temporal filter that considers spatial, temporal as well as the 

color information. A pixel of one color component is compared to its neighboring pixels 

within the same frame and with the corresponding pixels in neighboring frames. It is 

likewise compared with the pixels of another two color components. Peak Signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR) , structural similarity index (SSIM), Miss Detection (MD), and False Alarm 
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(FA) rates are utilized as a performance metric. The experimental result of several color 

image sequences demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed fuzzy filter both qualitatively 

as well as quantitatively. A brief study of impulse noise removing filters used for color 

video sequences is presented in the next section. 

 

6.2. Literature survey 

 

          A video sequence is the broadcasting of visual images or frames at a certain frame rate per 

second unit of time. The number of frames displayed per second depends on the type of 

application and user requirements. These frames or images get impaired with image noise 

due to various anomalies. Spatial filters play a substantial role to suppress impulse noise 

from images. They exploit the image plane itself for their processing. Most of the filters 

developed for video are 2-D spatial filters that filter the individual frames of the video 

progressively.To expel noise, an assortment of linear and nonlinear filters have been 

presented by different researchers. It is seen that non-linear techniques excel more as 

compared to the linear procedures as a result of their proficiency in recognizing and 

expelling noise. To eliminate noise from images, many filters have employed fuzzy logic in 

the past [88]. Fuzzy filters provide both edge preservation and precision  [89]. Several filters 

are found in literature like the Fuzzy Directional (FD) filter [90,91], FRIN [92] which uses 

noise adaptive mean absolute difference along with fuzzy logic, fuzzy filter with type-2 

fuzzy inference systems [93], Fuzzy two-step filter [94], Fuzzy random impulse noise 

removal [95] and Region adaptive fuzzy filter [96] to name a few. Median (MED) filter [97] 

is a notable non-linear filter utilized as a foundation in numerous filters since it disposes off 

the noise and performs the filtering process effectively even in the soft area of an image. 

Various varieties of median filters, namely Center-weighted median [46], Tri-state median 
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filter [31], Direction based adaptive weighted switching median filter [32], Vector median 

filters [33], Switching weighted vector median filter [34], Modified switching median filter 

[35], CAWMF [36], Decision-based unsymmetric trimmed median filter [56], Iterative 

grouping median filter [98] and many more. A combination of fuzzy logic and median filter 

has proved as an efficient tool for noise removal in images. Some state-of-art filters based 

on this combination are fuzzy inference structure-based directional median filter [99], Fuzzy 

Directional Median Filter [100], cluster-based adaptive fuzzy switching median filter [82], 

Fuzzy reasoning-based directional median filter [101], adaptive fuzzy median filter 

[102,103] and many more. The use of fuzzy logic and median filters in our work has 

enhanced the noise removal capacity alongside the conservation of image details [104,105]. 

All the above-mentioned filters are also known as intra-frame filters as they consider only 

one frame at a time and remove the noise independent of the neighboring frames. By 

considering only one frame at a time they neglect the temporal relation between frames of 

the video.On the contrary, Temporal filters are inter-frame filters that analyze the 

relationship between the subsequent frame and neglect the spatial correlation [106,107].  

        Spatio-temporal filters are those filters that take into account both the spatial as well as 

temporal correlation and remove noise from video by considering the current frame as well 

as the next frame [108,109]. A study of various Spatio-temporal filtering schemes to remove 

noise in the video can be found in the paper by Brailean et al [110]. Spatio-temporal filters 

also employ various systems like fuzzy systems, neural networks, Neuro-fuzzy systems 

[111],  optimization techniques [112], and so on. Such as, a paper by Lee et.al [113], which 

is a noise adaptive filter designed for low light levels. It requires extra hardware 

implementation using various modules which increase the overall system cost. Another 

paper by Szczepanski [114] introduces a Spatio-temporal based on digital paths which 

provide good results but is quite computation intensive in nature. Chervyakov et.al [115] 
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proposed a method based on Lorentz function and utilized adaptive filtering for video 

denoising. These types of algorithms which include double processing stages excel better 

than other algorithms having a single module for noise detection. Therefore, in our work, we 

have introduced two-phase detection of impulse noise. The result of the primary filter acts 

as input to the secondary filter so that results are more refined and accurate.  

     Fuzzy systems play an important role in the methodologies devised for image processing. 

For real-time applications as discussed above, fuzzy logic provides more efficient results 

and is less computationally intensive as compared to other systems. Therefore, in our work, 

we propose a Spatio-temporal filter that removes impulse noise from the video using fuzzy 

logic to enhance the decision making capability of our algorithm. Nevertheless, a variety of 

methods are present in literature to remove noise from a color image sequence, most of 

them are either unable to provide desirable results or provide results only with low noise 

density. The proposed work calculates the degree with which the pixel is noisy and then 

removes the noise from it accordingly. Hence, only the noisy pixels are processed, which 

maintains the basic image structure. For noise removal in a color image sequence, along 

with spatial and temporal information, color information in other bands is required as well. 

Hence, the noise is corrected by considering the current frame, the neighboring frames, and 

the values of the other color components. Five membership functions are defined which 

provide complete spatial, temporal, and color information about the pixel. A Fuzzy rule is 

then applied to each pixel to check if it is degraded by noise or not. If the pixel is observed 

to be noisy, it is restored using the median value computed exclusively from the pixels free 

from noise in their neighborhood otherwise it is not changed. It is a robust technique that 

can handle the high impulse noise presence up to 70%. The video denoising performance is 

evaluated by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), Structural similarity index (SSIM), false 
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Alarm (FA), and Miss Detection (MD) rates. The experimental results on several videos 

proved the efficacy of the proposed filter as compared to other well-known methods. 

The next section defines the proposed Spatio-temporal filter to minimize impulse noise. 

Results and analysis, parameter selection and comparison with other filters are depicted in 

section 6.4. Lastly, the conclusion is provided in Section 6.5. 

 

    6.3  The Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed work is devised for the color image sequence impaired with impulse 

noise.Mathematically, noisy sequence fn is represented in equation (6.1):  

      

( , , , ),     1
( , , , )

( , , , ),     

F

o

n F

F
f s t CB N with probability p

f s t CB
N s t CB N with probability p

N
−

=
  
 
  

                                     (6.1) 

Where p represents the probability between [0,1] with which a pixel component value is 

noisy, fn is the noisy sequence, fo is the original (noise-free) sequence, N is the noise value of 

the pixel, (s,t) corresponds to the pixel location in video sequence, CB corresponds to one of 

the three color bands, CB=1, 2, 3 for Red, Blue and Green components respectively and NF 

corresponds to the frame number.  

For example,  f(s,t,1,NF) corresponds to the red component of the pixel at sth row and tth
 

column in the current frame NF. This notation is followed throughout the chapter. 

 

FILTERING STEPS: 

The impulse noise from the color image sequences is removed in two progressive steps of 

filtering. The primary filter detects the noisy pixels and degree of noise. The output of the 
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primary filter acts as an input to the secondary filter where it is further refined to give the 

final output. The degree of noise is calculated by using a fuzzy rule which requires the 

calculation of five fuzzy membership functions.  

The five membership functions, namely; Big, Dissimilar, Terminal, High and Variant are 

defined.  

Big, Dissimilar and Terminal membership function gives spatial information about a given 

pixel.  

High and Variant membership functions give temporal information about the pixel. A Fuzzy 

rule operates on every pixel to check if it is noisy or noise-free. Depending on the outcome, 

the algorithm proceeds 

 

          6.3.1  Primary Filter 

The main objective of the primary filter is the proper detection and rectification of noisy 

pixels. The pixels, altered due to noise is detected in this step along with the noise amount 

with which the pixels are corrupted. After detection, the median value calculated from 

noise-free pixels in the present window restores the noisy pixels Consider one color 

component, say a red component of the current frame NF  in the noisy image sequence. The 

extent of noise present in a pixel at position (s, t) is attained via the fuzzy rule 1. 

 f(s,t,1, NF) is central pixel under evaluation, NF denotes the current frame,  

NF +1 is the next frame and NF -1 its preceding frame. f(s,t,1, NF -1) denotes the relating 

pixel in the preceding frame, f(s,t,1, NF +1) is the relating pixel in the next frame and med 

(s,t,1, NF) is the median value computed from noise-free pixels in the current window. 

Mathematically the amount of noise that exists in the red component of a pixel at position 

(s, t) in the current frame NF is evaluated as: 
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(6.2) 

Where µb, µd, µter, µh, µv are five membership functions that represent the five fuzzy sets 

Big, Dissimilar, Terminal, High and Variant respectively. D denotes the distinction in the 

central pixel value and the median value calculated from uncorrupted pixels within the 

current window. Mathematically, 

                         
( ) ( ) ( ), ,1,    | , ,1,    , ,1, |F F FD s t N f s t N med s t N= −

                      (6.3) 

Likewise, the difference in blue and green components is calculated by using values 2 and 

3 respectively for CB in the above equation. The same is followed throughout the 

algorithm. 

The median value is estimated only from the noise-free pixels present within the window 

to modify the noisy pixel under interest. For R, G, and B color components, the 

corresponding median value is derived. To attain the value for the median from noise-free 

pixels, an algorithm presented in [89] is used. This median value is used instead of a 

simple median value due to its superior performance in both qualitative as well as 

quantitatively. The algorithm is described as: 

 

1) Take a 3×3 window size to center on the present pixel to be processed in the noisy frame. 

 2) Every pixel of the window is organized into a vector and is sorted in ascending order to 

compute the median value. 

3) The difference between the obtained median value and every window pixel is computed. 

 4) Pixels carrying the difference value less than or equal to the value of δ are organized into 

a new vector. 

5) The new vector is sorted in ascending order to get the new median value (med). 
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The value used for (delta) δ is 5. This is intuitive in nature and as per maximum PSNR value it 

was chosen experimentally. Larger deviation from the median value imply presence of noise. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Membership Functions 

          Fuzzy Set: Big 

The value of noisy pixels will show a larger deviation from the median value. This 

variation is denoted by b , which is used for the fuzzy set “Big”, that illustrates the 

huge difference. After calculating the difference D, µb is calculated for each color 

component as: 
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The values of α1 and α2 in the above equation are derived experimentally.  
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         Fuzzy Set: Dissimilar  

Let K be the count of neighboring pixels in the present frame that are similar to the 

given pixel. The more the number of similar pixels, the less the chances of a given 

pixel being noisy. For this, a similarity criterion is used to decide whether the given 

pixel is similar to its neighboring pixels or not. Also, if we want to find the similarity 

of a red component of a pixel, we will find its interaction with the other 2 color 

components as well to ascertain the extent of the similarity.  

Similarity Criterion: Red Component 

To discover whether the red component of a pixel at location (s,t) matches with its 

adjacent pixels at the location  (s + q, t+ r), we have to find the following differences 

The variations of blue and green color components with respect to the red color 

component is estimated using the following equations: 

( ) ( ) ( )rgd ,  t,  1,   f ,  t,  1,  f ,  t,  2,  F F Fs N s N s N= −
                             (6.5) 

( ) ( ) ( )rbd ,  t,  1,   f ,  t,  1,  f ,  t,  3,  F F Fs N s N s N= −
                              (6.6) 

In the same manner, the variation of blue and green color components with respect to 

red color component for neighboring pixels (s + q,t+ r) is estimated using the 

following equations:  

( ) ( ) ( )rgd ,  t , 1,    f ,  t ,  1,  f ,  t ,  2,  F F Fs q r N s q r N s q r N+ + = + + − + +
                (6.7) 

                                                                                                                      

( ) ( ) ( )rbd ,  t ,  1,   f ,  t ,  1,  f ,  t ,  3,  F F Fs q r N s q r N s q r N+ + = + + − + +
          (6.8)                                                               
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The variation amongst the above-combined components at the pixel locations (s, t) and 

(s+q, t+r) is derived using the following equations:  

    
( ) ( ) ( )rg rg rg,  t ,  1,  d ,  t ,  1,   d ,  t,  1, F F Fs q r N s q r N s N + + = + + −        (6.9)                         

      
( ) ( ) ( )rb rb rb,  t ,  1,  d ,  t ,  1,   d ,  t,  1, F F Fs q r N s q r N s N + + = + + −

    (6.10)
 

Likewise, the variations amongst the central pixel and its adjacent pixels within the 

current window for the same color are computed as:   

       
( ) ( ) ( )r ,  t ,  1,  f ,  t ,  1,    f ,  t,  1,  F F Fs q r N s q r N s N + + = + + −        (6.11)                                              

Now the red component of a pixel located at position (s, t) in the present frame NF is 

considered similar to that at (s + q, t+ r) within the same frame in process NF  

provided that the variations Δrg (s + q,t + r, 1, NF), Δrb (s+ q,t+ r, 1, NF) and Δr (s+ q, 

t+ r, 1, NF) as computed in equations (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) respectively have their 

value below than the parameter λ1.  

Consider a window of size w × w (say 3×3). Then i and j in equation (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), 

(6.10) and (6.11) will range from -1 to +1. There will be a total of 9 pixels in the 

window, including the central pixel. K is the number of pixels having alike values 

except for the central pixel. That is, K is the value for similar pixels in the 

neighborhood with respect to processing pixel. In the window of size 3×3, K will range 

from 0 to 8. More are the count of comparable pixels in the neighborhood; less will be 

the chances of the central pixel being noisy. This number K is decided by comparing 

differences calculated in equations (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) with parameter λ1 estimated 

experimentally.  
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Now if Δrg(s+ q, t+ r, 1, NF), Δrb(s+ q,t+ r, 1, NF) and Δr(s+ q, t+ r, 1, NF) are less 

than a parameter λ1 we say that condition A meets, then  
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=  

  

       (6.12) 

For a window of size 3×3, µ (Kr (s, t, NF)) can be computed as: 
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                      (6.13)

 

A pixel having a high count of comparable neighboring pixels and whose intensity level 

is similar to the median is more likely to be noise-free. It is denoted by the membership 

function ‘µd’, which represents the fuzzy set “dissimilar”. It indicates the number of 

neighboring pixels with homogeneous intensity levels. After calculating the difference 

‘D’ and the amount of the pixels having comparable values for the central pixel in the 

current window (taking 3×3 here), ‘µd’ is calculated for each color component as: 

      
( )( ) ( )( )( )d r(s, t, 1, )  max K ,  t, 1,  ,  D ,  t,  1,            F F Fµ N µ s N µ s N=              (6.14) 

Equation (6.15) is used to calculate the membership function µ (D (s, t, 1, NF)). 
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  (6.15) 

Here D (s, t, 1, NF) is the same as that calculated in equation (6.3) and the max operator 

used is the Cartesian co-product. Hence, if the value of a pixel is closer to the greater 

part of the pixels in the present window as well as comparable to the median value, 

thereupon it is recognized as a noise-free pixel. The parameters λ1 and λ2 are obtained 
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experimentally. Similarly, the equations (6.5) - (6.15) can be defined for the other 2 

color components. 

           

          Fuzzy Set: Terminal  

Now let us take a window of size w× w (say 3×3). There are 9 pixels in this window if 

we arrange these nine pixels in increasing order of their intensity; we will get 2 

terminal pixels and one median pixel. The 2 terminal pixels within the window are 

denoted by fmin having the smallest value and fmax having the highest value respectively 

and the median pixel is denoted by fmed. The closer the value of the central pixel of 

these terminal values fmin and fmax, the higher its probability of being noisy and if the 

value of the pixel is nearby to fmed, its probability of being noise-free rises. This is 

defined by the third membership function ‘µter’ which represents the fuzzy set 

“terminal”. µter is calculated for each color component as:  
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=              (6.16)                                                                         

          Where f represents the pixel value of a given color component of the given frame. 

Till now we have only focused on the color and spatial information. But since we are 

removing noise from a color image sequence, we also need to take care of the temporal 

information. If we need to ascertain the amount of noise existing in a component of a 

pixel in one frame, we need to consider its neighboring frames (previous and next 

frame) too. Therefore the next three membership functions µh, µv, and µtem are 
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employed to calculate the amount of noise present in a component of the pixel in one 

frame by comparing the current frame with its neighboring frames. 

 

Fuzzy Set: High  

A noisy pixel component in one frame will not only have a high difference with its 

corresponding component neighboring pixels in the same frame but also with the 

relating component of the pixel on the equivalent spatial position in the preceding or 

upcoming frame. This approach is adopted in obtaining the fuzzy set “high” defined 

by the membership function µh. That is, if a component (let us say Red) of a pixel at (s, 

t) in the ongoing frame NF has a high positive difference with either the relating 

component (Red) of a pixel on the equivalent spatial position (s, t) in the preceding 

frame NF -1 or with the relating component (Red) of a pixel on the equivalent spatial 

position (s, t)  in the later frame NF +1, it will be considered as High. The parameters 

γ1 and γ2 are again obtained experimentally. Let,  
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Where R0 (s,t, 1, NF) in equation (6.17) can either be replaced by R11(s,t, 1, NF) or 

R12(s,t, 1, NF) as defined below: 

             
( ) ( )11R (s, t, 1, )  f ,  t,  1,    f ,  t,  1,  -1F F FN s N s N= −

                             (6.18)
 

              
( ) ( )12R (s, t, 1,  )  f ,  t,  1,    f ,  t,  1,  1F F FN s N s N= − +

                       
(6.19)
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Then, using equation (6.17), (6.18) and (6.19), µh is calculated for the red color 

component as: 
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         (6.20) 

The Max operator used is the Cartesian co-product. 

 

Fuzzy Set: Variant  

Similarity Criterion: Red Component  

To find the similarity of the red component of a pixel at position (s, t) in the present 

frame NF with the relating component of the pixel at the equivalent spatial position   (s, 

t)  within the preceding frame NF -1, we have to compute the following differences. 

The differences between neighboring pixels (s+ q, t+ r) of the pixel component in the 

present frame NF and the neighboring pixels (s+ q, t+ r) of the relating component of 

the pixel on the equivalent spatial position within the preceding frame NF -1 is 

determined as:   

     
( ) ( ) ( )rd ,  t ,  1,   f ,  t ,  1,  f ,  t ,  1,  1F F Fs q r N s q r N s q r N+ + = + + − + + −                     (6.21)

   

The second difference is computed from the following equation:  

( ) ( )3 r 11R ,  t ,  1, d ,  t ,  1,   R (s, t, 1, )  F F Fs q r N s q r N N+ + = + + −                 (6.22)

  

Where R11 (s, t, 1, NF) as defined in equation (6.17) and (6.18). 
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Provided that the given pixel component at (s, t) in the current frame NF is akin to the 

corresponding pixel component at the equivalent spatial position (s, t)  in the preceding 

frame NF -1, then the neighboring pixels (s+ q, t+ r) of the pixel component in the 

ongoing frame NF will also be similar to the neighboring pixels  (s+ q, t+ r) of the 

corresponding pixel component at the equivalent spatial position in the preceding 

frame NF -1. To find such some neighboring pixels around the given pixel a window of 

size w × w (say 3×3) is selected. We call this number as k. That is, k denotes the 

number of neighboring pixels (s+ q, t+ r, 1, NF) in the current frame that is identical to 

corresponding neighboring pixels (s+ q, t+ r, 1, NF -1) in the previous frame for the 

same color component. In the window of size 3×3, k will range from 0 to 8. This 

number k is calculated for each color component separately by using the parameter λ1. 

This parameter λ1 is the same as that used before. For the Red component,  
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(6.23)                                                             

For a window of size ( )( )r3 3 k ,  t,  1, Fµ s N is formulated as: 
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           (6.24) 

Similarly, the other two membership functions ( )( )k ,  t,  1, F

gµ s N and ( )( )k ,  t,  1, F

bµ s N can 

be computed. More are the number of similar neighboring pixels; more are the chances 

of central pixel in the current frame being similar to the relating pixel in the previous 

frame and hence less will be the chances of the central pixel being noisy. A pixel with 

a high number of such similar neighboring pixels for the same color component and at 

least one of the other two components can be considered as noise-free. This is defined 
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by the membership function µv. µv  is used to express a fuzzy set “variant”, that 

implies the extent of similarity of the pixel at the center in the current frame to its 

corresponding pixel on the equivalent spatial position within the preceding frame. 

After calculating the number of pixels having comparable values for the pixel at the 

center in the current window has a size of w × w (taking 3×3 here), µv is calculated 

from the red color component as: 

       
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ),  t,  1,     ,  ,  F

v r g bµ s N min µ k max µ k µ k=         (6.25) 

For simplicity we have used kr for kr (s, t, 1, NF), kg for kg (s, t, 1, NF) and kb for kb (s, t, 

1, NF). The Max operator used is the Cartesian co-product and the min operator used is 

the Cartesian product. 

Thus, using equation (6.4), (6.14), (6.16), (6.20) and (6.25) and applying them in 

equation number (6.2), we will get N1(s,t,1, NF), that is: 
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(6.26)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 

 the AND operator is used to implement the “minimum” operation. As we know N1 (s, 

t, 1, NF) represents the measure of noise that exists in the red component of a pixel at 

position (s, t) in the ongoing frame NF. Its value should be zero for the noise-free pixel 

and the noisy pixel; it should have some value between 0 and 1. 

Correction Term       

The correction term is a term that is added to the original value of the pixel to make it 

noise-free. So if the pixel has been already classified as noise-free the correction term 

will be zero otherwise, for noisy pixel, correction term will have some positive or 
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negative value. For the red component, the correction term is calculated using the 

following equation: 

( )

( )( )
1f , ,1,    ( , ,1, ) 

                              med , ,1,  –  f(s,t,1, )

F F

F F

s t N N s t N

s t N N

 = 
                    (6.27) 

In the absence of noise, the pixel is noise-free hence the correction term will be zero 

and for extremely noisy pixels (N1=1), the value of correction term is equivalent to the 

variation among the median (med) of noise-free pixels in the selected window and the 

noisy pixel. 

This correction term obtained is then combined with the original value of the pixel. The 

pixels free from noise are left untouched and highly corrupted pixels are restored by 

using the median value computed from the adjacent noise-free pixels. Other pixels 

having an average noise density are modified according to the extent of noise present in 

them.  

 

Rule 1: 

IF ((ǀ f (s,t,1, NF) - med (s,t,1, NF) ǀ is Big)  

  AND (the degree of similarity of f (s, t, 1, NF) to its neighboring pixel in NF is 

Dissimilar)  

  AND (f (s, t, 1, NF) is Terminal)  

  AND ((either the difference between the f(s, t, 1, NF) in NF and f(s,t,1, NF -1) in NF -1 

is High)  

  OR (the difference between f (s, t, 1, NF) in NF and f (s, t, 1, NF +1) in NF +1 is High))  

  AND (the degree of similarity f(s,t,1, NF) to its neighboring pixels in NF -1 is Variant)  

THEN f (s, t, 1, NF) is noisy. 
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Thus the result of Primary filter is: 

 

             
( ) ( ) ( )1f , ,1,   f , ,1,   f , ,1,F F Fs t N s t N s t N= + 

                        (6.28)
 

 

6.3.2  Secondary Filter 

Now the output of the primary filter acts as an input to the secondary filter to give the 

final output. This step refines the output of the Primary filter by taking into account the 

interactions among the color components of the same frame as well as the interaction of 

the given frame with its previous frame as well as the next frame. 

The objective of the secondary filter is the detection and rectification of residual noisy 

pixels. The noisy pixels are detected along with the amount with which they are 

corrupted. After detection, the pixels affected by noise are corrected via the median of 

the adjacent noise-free pixels.   

Again in the secondary filter, the degree of noise is calculated by using a fuzzy rule. 

Consider one color component, say a red component of the current frame NF in the 

resulting image sequence of the first step f1. The extent of noise present in a pixel at 

location(s, t)  is measured by the fuzzy Rule2: 

 

Rule 2: 

IF (ǀ f1 (s, t, 1, NF) - f1 (s, t, 2, NF)  ǀ is Big)  

   AND(ǀ f1(s, t, 1, NF) - f1 (s, t, 3, NF)ǀ is Big) 

   AND ((either the difference between f 1 (s, t, 1, NF) in NF and f 1 (s, t, 1, NF -1) in NF -

1 is High) 
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   OR (the difference between f 1 (s, t, 1, NF) in NF and f 1 (s,t, 1, NF +1) in NF +1 is 

High))  

THEN f1 (s, t, 1, NF) is noisy. 

 

Where f(s,t,1, NF) is central pixel under evaluation, NF denotes the current frame,  

NF +1 is the next frame and NF -1 its preceding frame. f(s, t,1, NF -1) denotes the 

relating pixel in the preceding frame, f (s,t , 1, NF +1) is the corresponding pixel in the 

next frame, f1(s,t,2, NF) is the relating pixel from the blue component and f1(s,t,3, NF)   

is the corresponding pixel from the green component. Mathematically the amount of 

noise existing in the red color component of a pixel at position (s, t) in the current frame 

NF is evaluated as: 
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  (6.29) 

Where µb and µh are the same membership functions used above that represent the 

fuzzy sets “Big” and “High” respectively. 

ζrg signifies the distinction between the red and green component and ζrb is the 

distinction between red and blue components and are computed as follows 

             
( ) ( ) ( )1 1 s,  t,  1,   f ,  t,  1,  f ,  t,  2,  F F F

rg N s N s N = −
                     (6.30)                                                                 

           
( ) ( ) ( )1 1 s,  t,  1,   f ,  t,  1,  f ,  t,  3,  F F F

rb N s N s N = −
                       (6.31) 
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After calculating these differences, we will compute the fuzzy membership value µb by 

comparing these differences with parameters β1 and β2. The values of these 2 

parameters are obtained experimentally. 
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Similarly, other membership functions ( )( ,  t,  1, )F

b rbµ s N  are derived. Now Let  
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                 (6.33)                           

Where R1 (s, t, 1, NF) in equation (6.33) can either be replaced by R21(s, t, 1, NF) or 

R22(s, t, 1, NF) as defined  

                           (6.34)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

( ) ( )21 1 1R (s, t, 1, )  f ,  t,  1,    f ,  t,  1,  1F F FN s N s N= − −
                            (6.35)                                                                                                                           

Then, using equation (6.33), (6.34) and (6.35), µh is calculated from the red color 

component as: 
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=  
 
 

                              (6.36) 

The Max operator used is the Cartesian co-product.The AND operator is used to 

implement the “minimum” operation. N1 (s, t, 1. NF) denotes the amount of noise 

existing in the red component of a pixel at  (s, t) position in the present frame NF. Its 

( ) ( )22 1 1R (s, t, 1, )  f ,  t,  1,    f ,  t,  1,  1F F FN s N s N= − +
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value should be zero for the noise-free pixel and the noisy pixel; it should have some 

value between 0 and 1. The correction term is derived for the red component using 

equation (6.37):  

            

( )

( ) ( )( )
2 1

1

f , ,1,    ( , ,1, )

                           med , ,1,  –  f , ,1,

F F

F F

s t N N s t N

s t N s t N

 = 

                 (6.37) 

This correction term obtained is then combined with the original pixel value. The 

pixels free from noise are left untouched and highly corrupted pixels are restored 

through the median value of the adjacent noise-free pixels.  

Other pixels having an average noise density are modified according to the amount of 

noise existing in them. Thus the result of the secondary filter is: 

                    
( ) ( ) ( )2f , ,1,   f , ,1,   f , ,1,F F Fs t N s t N s t N= + 

                      (6.38) 

 

         6.4  Experimental Results 

A color image sequence comprising of T frames and M × N × 3 arrays of the pixel at 

location (s, t) can be seen as an assembly of three scale frames analogous with RGB 

components. PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio), MSE (Mean square Error) and SSIM 

(Structural similarity index measure) are selected as the measure of performance.  

         Parameter Selection:  

 After the evaluation of our work on the following color image sequences: “Salesman”, 

“Tennis”, “Bus”, “Foreman”, “Flower”, and “Deadline” for impulse noise level ranging 

from ‘p = 5% to p = 80%’. The values of the membership function parameters were 

determined experimentally by taking the average of the PSNR result of ten frames of 
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theses six color image sequences, corrupted by impulse noise at different noise levels. 

The parameters   α1 = 10, α2 = 10.5, δ= 5, λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.3, γ1 = 10.5, γ2 = 30, β1 = 5 and 

β2 = 5.5 were selected experimentally as per the maximum value of the PSNR. These 

values provide optimal results to remove impulse noise from video sequences while 

restoring the basic structure of the  

  The efficacy of the proposed work is analyzed to that of FRINR [94], FAPG[116], and 

AFISD [99]. A denoising model based on Convolutional neural networks (DMCNN) 

[117], Structure-Adaptive Fuzzy Estimation for Random-Valued Impulse Noise 

Suppression (SAFEIN) [118] and Fast adaptive switching technique of impulsive noise 

removal in color images (HFBFT) [119]. All the results are simulated on standard image 

sequences available using MATLAB R2018b. 

The proposed algorithm is examined on the following color image sequences: 

“Salesman”, “Tennis”, “Bus”, “Foreman”, “Flower”, and “Deadline” for impulse 

noise levels 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30% respectively. The result of this 

experiment in terms of PSNR for the 10th frame of all the standard sequences is 

presented in Fig. 6.2. Results deduce that the proposed method can handle distinct 

image sequences for varying noise levels. It provides the highest PSNR results as 

compared to other state of the art techniques. 

         From Fig. 6.2 , we can deduce that with the rise in noise density levels the performance 

of our work is not degraded. Apart from this, our work can be utilized for various kinds 

of image sequences in different fields like astrology, medical analysis, satellite 

imagery, military surveillance, and many more. It is multifunctional in nature. 

Although the latest advancements in noise removal based on neuro-fuzzy systems and 

optimization techniques, like DMCNN [117] and SAFEIN [118] excel in terms of good 
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PSNR results, they lag in terms of processing time. In real-world applications along 

with the noise removal capacity of the filter, the time taken by the algorithm to generate 

the final result is quite critical. Computation timings are also computed for all the 

methods in Table 6.1. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 : Comparison graph of the PSNR values of the proposed filter with various 

methods 

Table 6.1: Comparison of Computation time (in seconds) for various methods 
 

Noise Density % 

Method 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 

FRINR [94] 11.73 11.98 12.97 13.80 15.79 17.99 

SAFIN [118] 14.20 14.83 15.99 17.50 18.34 19.95 

DMCNN[117] 15.52 16.28 18.93 19.52 20.70 21.43 

FAPG [116] 10.94 11.46 11.95 13.06 14.13 15.89 

HFBFT [119] 12.05 13.15 13.91 14.73 16.23 16.88 

AFISD [99] 11.61 12.17 13.70 15.62 16.37 17.13 

Proposed 10.01 10.93 11.21 12.18 13.77 14.29 
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Table 6.2: Comparison of SSIM values of various filters for different sequences 

 

  Noise % FRINR 

[94] 

  SAFEIN 

[118] 

DMCNN 

[117] 

FAPG 

[116] 

HFBFT 

[119] 

AFISD 

[99] 

Proposed 

“Salesman” 

30 0.7308 0.7381 0.7601 0.6808 0.7091 0.6944 0.7626 

40 0.7261 0.7304 0.7515 0.6771 0.7022 0.6873 0.7592 

50 0.7140 0.7229 0.7394 0.6698 0.6945 0.6809 0.7403 

60 0.7069 0.7153 0.7202 0.6583 0.6792 0.6793 0.7389 

70 0.7002 0.7115 0.7096 0.6439 0.6773 0.6707 0.7311 

“Tennis” 

30 0.9799 0.9759 0.9821 0.9792 0.9643 0.9788 0.9887 

40 0.9700 0.9643 0.9795 0.9722 0.9611 0.9753 0.9814 

50 0.9612 0.9586 0.9610 0.9669 0.9507 0.9667 0.9773 

60 0.9514 0.9439 0.9545 0.9549 0.9313 0.9543 0.9744 

70 0.9378 0.9403 0.9493 0.9467 0.9217 0.9416 0.9615 

“Bus” 

30 0.9773 0.9811 0.9857 0.9761 0.9777 0.9815 0.9893 

40 0.9681 0.9765 0.9764 0.9688 0.9706 0.9751 0.9819 

50 0.9593 0.9710 0.9668 0.9604 0.9634 0.9644 0.9761 

60 0.9516 0.9674 0.9517 0.9413 0.9572 0.9577 0.9591 

70 0.9453 0.9501 0.9461 0.9339 0.9484 0.9411 0.9503 

“Foreman” 

30 0.9537 0.9508 0.9578 0.9414 0.9479 0.9560 0.9601 

40 0.9482 0.9472 0.9473 0.9377 0.9338 0.9513 0.9547 

50 0.9407 0.9346 0.9417 0.9284 0.9249 0.9437 0.9501 

60 0.9319 0.9279 0.9264 0.9114 0.9216 0.9331 0.9483 

70 0.9202 0.9223 0.9202 0.9010 0.9177 0.9300 0.9446 

“Deadline” 

30 0.9651 0.9577 0.9699 0.9606 0.9663 0.9689 0.9749 

40 0.9518 0.9445 0.9641 0.9569 0.9585 0.9620 0.9698 

50 0.9463 0.9389 0.9516 0.9493 0.9504 0.9550 0.9611 

60 0.9372 0.9314 0.9437 0.9399 0.9470 0.9467 0.9560 

70 0.9288 0.9266 0.9312 0.9318 0.9322 0.9378 0.9515 
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The results in ‘Table 6.1’ predict that the proposed method provides rapid output as compared 

to other methods in terms of processing time. The methods based on fuzzy logic like FAPG 

[94] provide faster results as compared to other methods. Though the qualitative results of the 

filters like DMCNN [117] and SAFIN [118] are good, they are slower in computation. This is a 

major drawback for techniques having complex structures and they are not apt for practical use. 

In the case of neural networks also, there is training difficulty and higher computation timings 

due to dependence on input qualities.  

The proposed work has a simple structure and the use of fuzzy logic has enhanced the output of 

the filter. The computation timings are in practical range and the algorithm can be used with 

applications used for various multimedia devices. 

Another performance metric used for the evaluation of our work is SSIM. The analysis of the 

SSIM values in ‘Table 6.2’, for various sequences predicts that the proposed algorithm is 

capable to handle varying amounts of noise levels. It is a robust method that maintains the 

basic structure of an image. The high SSIM results signify the better reliability of the proposed 

work. After noise removal, the proposed algorithm can preserve the true image pixels which 

lead to higher SSIM values.  

Various techniques face issues regarding over-detection and under detection of noisy pixels. 

False Alarm (FA) means when a noise-free pixel is marked as noisy. Miss detection exists 

(MD) when a noisy pixel is identified as noisy. MD and FA rates are calculated to analyze the 

efficacy of our filter in terms of its image conservation feature. False Alarm means when an 

un-corrupted pixel is marked as noise. Miss detection exists when a  pixel with noise is 

detected as un-corrupted. We have used a difference based method [78] to compute the MD 

and FA rates. It generates a noise chart after computing the differences between the original 

image frame and the noise chart. The results are computed frame by frame with video 
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sequences and average values are presented in this paper. To preserve the original image data, 

the values of MD and FA should be as low as possible. The results are shown in ‘Table 6.3’. 

Results show that the proposed method surpasses other methods. The MD and FA rates are 

quite low which aids in the better reconstruction of the original image sequence. With the rise 

in noise levels, the chances of Miss detection and false alarm cases rise, but the results depict 

that the proposed filter is consistent in performance. Even at high noise levels above 50%, the 

filter detects noise in an optimum manner. 

The extensive mathematical simulation results of the proposed work in ‘Fig 6.2’,‘Table 6.1’,    

‘Table 6.2’ and ‘Table 6.3’, in terms of PSNR, Computation time, SSIM, MD and FA values 

respectively, validate the efficiency of the filter. All the quality metrics employed for the 

evaluation depict that the proposed filter is a potent method to remove impulse noise from a  

color image sequence. It can be utilized for various applications in the real world. It is rapid 

and feature conserving in nature. Simple structure, fast computation time, and high denoising 

capacity help to reduce the costs as well. It is practical and cheap as compared to other 

methods, which require separate hardware installations for various modules.  

 

TABLE 6.3: MD & FA rates 
 

 Miss detection (MD) False Alarm (FA) 

Noise% SAFEIN   

[118] 

DMCNN 

[117] 

HFBFT 

[119] 

Proposed SAFEIN 

[118] 

DMCNN 

   [117] 

HFBFT 

[119] 

Proposed 

 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

30 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 

50 3 2 4 0 1 1 2 1 

70 3 5 5 1 4 3 5 2 

90 5 6 7 3 5 4 5 3 
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Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 respectively represent the 30th  frame of the sequel “Tennis” (p = 5%), 

the 30th frame of the sequel “Bus” (p = 10%) and the 30th  frame of the sequel “Salesman” (p = 

20%), the original frame, the noisy frame and the results deduced using FRINR, AFISD, FAPG, 

and Proposed method. 

The proposed method outperforms these methods, both in objective measure and optical 

evaluation. 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

A new filtering schema for color image sequences debased by impulse noise is introduced in 

this chapter. To retain the details in an optimum manner, the noise is expelled well ordered. 

The assessment of noisy color components depends on fuzzy rules which incorporate the data 

from spatial and temporal neighbors including other color bands. Every color band is filtered 

independently. Two fuzzy subfilters are successively used to detect and filter the impulse noise. 

Since an impressive portion of the noise is filtered in the initial step, the remaining noise is 

easier to detect in the second step and hence the details are well preserved. Also, more reliable 

neighbors are used for comparison. Only noisy pixels are modified and noise-free pixels are 

left untouched, which minimizes the blurring. Furthermore, only noise-free pixels are used for 

filtering noisy pixels. The proposed method is characterized by superior results and stability in 

the surroundings with a broad area of impulse noise corruption. The experimental results 

demonstrate that the proposed filter result in an excellent alignment between noise removal and 

detail preservation. The proposed work surpasses other state-of-the-art techniques, both 

visually and mathematically. 
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      Chapter 7 

   Conclusions and Future work 

 

This thesis work has a prime focus on impulse noise suppression from images. Schemes 

for noise removal are devised for more enhanced results and optimum performance. The 

formulation of algorithms presented in this thesis contributes to better research of images 

used for multiple fields like satellite imaging, medical analysis, biometrics, astronomy, 

military surveillance and many more. These techniques are also compared with the state of 

art algorithms. Proposed algorithms excel in subjective as well as perceptible ways. 

 

    7.1 Summary of the work 

To address the problem of impulse noise in images the first scheme called “High-density 

impulse noise detection using FCM algorithm” i.e. HDIND devised in this work 

concentrates on effective noise detection first and then its subsequent removal. The use of 

the FCM algorithm in our work has enhanced the detection schema and furthermore 

reduced the false alarm and miss detection rates. The algorithm provides good results for 

most of the images but with edge pixels rise in false alarm rates are seen. The work is 

extended to enhance the performance of the filter. 

To remove the artifacts introduced in an image and reduce the false alarm rates in the case 

of HDIND, another scheme known as “Edge preserving fuzzy filter for suppression of 
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impulse noise in images” is proposed. The EFFSIN deals with edge pixels more efficiently 

thereby reducing the false alarm rates as well. Double detection using FCM and edge-

preserving nature of EFFSIN makes it a robust filter for impulse noise in images. 

Another technique introduced in this thesis is a Novel Approach for Salt and Pepper Noise 

Removal based on Heuristic Analysis of Neighboring Pixels (SPHN). SPHN is a double-

stage filter; the first stage identifies the noisy and noise-free pixels and the second stage 

performs filtering only on the noisy pixels. Not subjecting the noise-free pixels to the 

filtering process helps preserve fine details and avoids blurring. 

All the above three schemes introduced till now remove impulse noise only from grayscale 

images. Lastly, we have attempted to remove noise from color image sequences. 

A fuzzy filter for impulse noise suppression in color image sequences is a 3-D Spatio-

temporal filter that considers spatial, temporal as well as the color information. It assesses 

noisy color components depending on fuzzy rules which incorporate the data from spatial 

and temporal neighbors including other color bands. Excellent alignment is seen between 

noise removal and structure conservation due to the classifying nature of the algorithm. It 

also outperforms other existing techniques present in literature. 

The contributions of the work done in this thesis and their future scope are discussed in the 

next section. 
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7.2  Contributions and Future work 

Images are a vital source of research for us. Image enhancement techniques and noise 

removal are among the dominant class of image processing. The contributions made by this 

thesis work are: 

• We devised the algorithms for impulse noise suppression with potent detection schemes 

before the restoration of pixels. This decisive nature enhanced the performance of our 

filters. 

• The proposed algorithms are robust in nature and capable to handle even the high-

density noise thereby preserving the basic structure of the image. 

• We developed the algorithms having a simple structure and intuitive nature which are 

more practical to be used with real-time applications. 

• We created the algorithms using Fuzzy logic which helps us to use the techniques for 

various fields like defense & military surveillance, satellite images & remote sensing, 

astrology, criminology, medical image analysis and many more, where the user 

requirements and image dat are imprecise in nature. 

In the future, schemes developed in this work for grayscale images can be expanded for color 

images and sequences. The work has explored the utility of median filters for restoration but in 

future other effective alternatives can be explored for the reconstruction of images. 
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